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Exposition and Europe.

E J Walsh—Shoe store.
B C Hodgkins—Confectionery.
Lewis Friend A Co—Clothing.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
Stratton A Wescott—Hardware store.
J H Brimmer A Co— Boots and shoes.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Rockland, Bluehlll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Change In schedule.
West Hancock:
25 boys and girls wanted.
Castinr.
Allard Staples—Sheriff’s sale.
West Eden :
Annual meeting of the Mt Desert
po ration.

|

other local

Bridge Cor_

pages 4y 5 and 8.
George R. Crosby and wife, of Aurora,
were in Ellsworth yesterday.
For

11

news see

Postmaster John R. Shuman, of Great
Pond, was In Ellsworth Monday.
Mrs. Etta F. Condon spent a few days
this week with friends at Columbia Falls.
Mrs. H. W. Haynes and little son
Charles are visiting relatives in Old Town.
The schooner “Wesley Abbott” is now
the marine railway having her bow rebuilt.
v'*

on

Bartlett, who has been in
past year, arrived home last

Miss Marion

Chicago
night.

BICYCLE SUITS_—
I have

Bicycle

the

Hodgkins and
returned from a visit of
at Cohoes, N. Y.
Mrs. Lewis

(1*1 CA

received a choice line of
Suits that I am offering for

^TtuU

up‘

BICYCLE SUPPLIES

Miss Ida

Norris

son
a

few weeks

David Friend, of Caribou, is in Ellsworth to-day, receiving the “glad hand”
from his many friends.

J

L. Tate and Fred C. Coleman,

both of Ellsworth,

married

were

last

Wednesday evening by Rev. J. P. SImonton, at the Methodist parsonage. Mise
Gertrude Coleman, sister of the groom,
was bridesmaid, and Eugene Carlisle wae
beet

man.

At the regular morning service at the
Unitarian church next Sunday, the pastor, Rev. A. H. Coar, will deliver a St.
John’s day sermon to Masons. The members of Lygonia and Esoteric lodges will
meet at their respective lodge-rooms at
10 o’clock and march to tfcn church.

Roderick McDonald was at the Green
Lake fish hatchery one day recently,
looking over the broken dam at Little
Rocky pond, preparatory to rebuilding it.
The work will be commenced at once,
and will be completed so as not to interfere with the operations at the hatchery
this fall.
/
The largest fish

In Ellsworth
Giles & Burrill’s market. It was a halibut weighing,
dressed, 408 pounds. The fish weighed,
when caught, 438 pounds.
It was caught

displayed

was

by

ever seen

last week at

Erickson,

Fred

who

of

board

on

his

boat alone.

Next Saturday the full
ule of the

Rockland,

RURAL FREE DELIVERY.

/

Hancock County’s First Route—Trenton, Oak Point and Bayslde.
The first rural free delivery route to be
established in Hancock county will go
into operation on Monday, July 1, and
will be known

as

route No. 1.

It starts at

Ellsworth, runs out High
street over Beckwith’s hill to the postoffice in Trenton, near the toll bridge;
the

poseoffice

in

thence to Oak

Point;

Free Baptist C. K. Society.
The Christian Endeavor society of tha
Free Baptist church last evening elected
officers as follows: J. A. Taylor, president; Mrs. Ella Dann, vice-president and
recording secretary; Miss Mabel Frazier,
secretary and treasurer. The usual committees were filled with energetic workers.
The C. E. meetings will be held Sunday
evenings at 6 30, instead of Tuesday even-

ings

as

heretofore.

thence back to Ells-

worth, taking in Shady Nook and Bay-

State Firemen’s Muster.

side.

The State firemen’s muster

The route is
serves a

houses

miles

long;

covers

an

twenty-one square miles and
of 714. The number of

of

area

23%

schedEllsworth

summer

Bluehill &

this year
connection

with the Old Home week celebration.

population

.-—3

the route '.s 170.

on

Edward L. Drummey is the carrier.
The post-office ?t Trenton is retained,
but those at Oak Point, (loose Cove and

Baysidewill

Old Reliable Drug Store.
Established 1838.

be discontinued.

The carrier will leave

postoffice immediately

Ellsworth

the

after the distribu-

the mail in the morning, and will
arrive in Ellsworth in season to connect
with the outgoing evening mails.
The carrier will be supplied with posttion of

stamps, postal cards, stamped envelopes and money order blanks. The

age

carrier

system, must erect at his own expense, a
box of a pattern approved by the government, and the boxes along the route

pattern.
Boxes cost from fl 50 to |3 each.
lasts
After a rural free delivery route has been
daily
Ells- uniformly equipped with boxes the post-

Steamboat Co. poes into effect and
until Sept. 17.
Boats run each way
except Monday. Passengers from
worth can leave word at Mr. Moon’s
house, 27 Hancock street, with which

Waterville in

will be held at

can
also
register letters and
packages and deliver them.
Every household along the route, in
Cranberry Isles, order to be served by the free delivery

hauled the monster

fishing

have

just

was well filled.
The sermon by Rev. J. P.
SImonton was appropriate. Features ol
the music were a solo by Miss Fannie
Tower and a duet by Miss Tower and
Mrs. James Scott.

must be of the

CAMPAIGN

THE

Bugs,

_

same

office department

considers

them

Worms,

Blight,
Etc.,

as

entitled to the protection of the United
Will soon be opened. We have„all the
The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
States statutes, which provide severe munitions of war such as
there is telephone connection.
church will give a supper in the vestry
for wilful or malicious injury to
Blue Vitriol, Hellebore,
Hon. Joseph H. Manley and party, who penalties
this evening at 6 o’clock.
them or interference with their contents.
Paris Green, London Purple,
fnn.inr. coufn.n Mnlno in
n.limtn
Insect Powder, Plant Food.
Edward F. Robinson, jr., who hi^ beencar of Gen.-Manager Evans, of the Maine
For Sale at
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
employed in a drug store in Brockton, Central, stopped in Ellsworth last ThursPARCHER’S DRUG STORE.
! Mass., during the winter is at home for day night, and were guests of Chief-Jus2 collars and 1 pair cuffs, 50c.
f ha unmmar
Telephone Call, No. 52-4.
From all over Maine Coming to Ellstice Wiswell. In
the party were Mr.
Store open Sundays from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
worth In August.
JERSEY
special line, only 35c; worth 75c.
The Milton Comedy Co. iH playing- to Manley, his daughters, Mrs. Chase MelRemember our free delivery.
The State convention of county comhouses this week at Hancock hall. len and Miss Harriet
good
Manley, Samuel missioners will be held at the court-house
Underwear, Hats and Caps as usual.
"
The plays so far presented have been Manley and Mrs. Lombard.
They left in Ellsworth on
COMING EVENTS.
Wednesday, August 14.
above the average.
for
Saturday morning
Washington
This convention is the annual meeting
Week beginning June 17, at Hancock
OWEN BYRN.
Josiah H. Higgins arrived home Sunday county.
of all the county commissioners in Maine;
hall—Milton Comedy Co.
Tickets, 10c.,
from Monument Beach, Mass., where he
Mr. and Mrs. Leman W. Royal, of Blueit is held for the purpose of considering 20c., 30c.
He will
has been employed all winter.
field, W. Va., formerly of Ellsworth, cele- matters of business which come before
Ai A gnv
^
F. Iv.
C. W.
Wednesday, June 19, at Baptist vestry—
spend the summer here.
brated their crystal wedding anniversary the several boards in
the different counSupper by ladies’ Rid society.
Ellsworth has three hose racing teams there recently. A large number of their
ties.
Tuesday, June 26—Commencement day
practicing for races this summer—the friends gathered and enjoyed a delightful
There are sixteen counties in Maine,
First National Bank Building,
Ellsworth, Maine. Senators, the Eurekas, and City hose, the evening. There were music by an or- and if each county is represented at this of Ellsworth high school. Graduation
exercises at Hancock hall at 2 p. m. Class
chestra and some readings and musical
latter being a new team.
convention by its full board, the comAdand ball in the evening.
Clifton H. Beal had the forefinger of selections by individuals. The wedding missioners of Hancock county will have concert
mission to concert and ball, 35 cents;
his right hand crashed iij the machinery march was played by Walter and Winifred
LOCAL AGENTS FOR
forty-live of their brethren here. Many
reserved seats,
50 cents; supper, per
Mr. and Mrs. Royal received many of the
at Union shoe factory yesterday morning. Royal.
visiting commissioners will be acEmployers’ Liability Assurance Corporation, of London, England, which issues
beautiful gifts.
couple, 75 cents.
was necessary.
companied by their wives.
against accidents of all kinds. Every form of Employers’, Landlords’ and Amputation
Walter L. Main’s
The mayor and aldermen had a hearing
Friday, June 28
It is safe to predict that Ellsworth will
Insures against disablement and loss of time
The Congregational and Unitarian SunOwners’ Liability covered.
from every kind of disease and accident; pays in case of sickness or accident. day schools will unite for their annual on the application for a new road from not fail to extend to this distinguished “Fashion Plate” circus.
Main to Union streets Monday afternoon,
party the hospitality for which she is fa52
Weeks’ Benefits.
52
picnic this year. They will go by steamer
Meeting of Seasida
Friday, June 28
and decided to grant the petition on conmous.
And she will do this, not on gen- local union of Christian Endeavor at East
to Deer Isle, probably on Tuesday, July 9.
&
F.
L.
W.
to
C.
MASOX,
For rates, etc., apply
Agents.
dition that the owners of the property
eral principles alone, but because she— Bluehill.
B. T. Sowle, in his regular business
give the land for a road two rods wide. and all Hancock county besides—has a
trip this week among the islands in the This
Monday, July 1, at Hancock hall—Minpetition is really only an application very kindly feeling for the present board
is
“Wave
Crest”,
by
accompanied
yacht
the Unifor the acceptance by the city as a public
of county commissioners—John P. El- strel show under auspices of
Miss
Katherine
Simonton.
and
bi9
investment
I
is
best
as
the
family
In such companies
cents.
represent
highway of a road already laid out, almost dridge, of Ellsworth, NRbum Hinckley, tarian society. Tickets, 35 and 50
Children’s Day will be observed at the
a man can make who needs that kind of protection.
opposite the entrance to Wyman park. of Bluehili, and Perry W. Richardson, of
Tuesday evening, July 2, at Manning

in great

variety, including Stockings—50c.
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Methodist church

TAPEEY,

will be

Ellsworth, Mo.

First Nat'l Bank Bldg.,

in the

Sunday,

June 30.

children’s service and

a

There

baptism

morning and concert in the

even-

ing.
Next Sunday evening at the Congregational church, Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the

church,

Methodist
laureate
the

for

;;

GRADUATION BALL?

;;
il

will

WALSH’S.

will

to the

preach

the bacca-

graduating class of

high school.

Everett Strout, the eight-year-old son
of Emery Strout, of Ellsworth Falls, is
minus a big toe on his left foot. He was
riding on the step of a bicycle when his
toe caught in the chain.
Children’s Day will he observed at the
Baptist church next Sunday. There will
be a special programme of recitations and
singing. The pastor, Rev. David Kerr, !

YOU NEED SLIPPERS
• •

sermon

;;

speak

to the childreu.

There

are

several houses

the street.

on

r

Junior Order of American Mechanics at its regular meeting l?st week, electThe

officers

ed

follows:

as

Fred

Larason,

councillor; Frank H. Jeliison, vice-councillor; Schuyler F. Higgins, recording
secretary; Earl V. Thurber, assistant recording secretary; John C. Pedder, financial secretary; Charles B. Moore, treasurer; N. E. Beal, conductor; Eugene Moore
warden;
Scammons,
H. J. Scammons, outside sentinel; John
A. Lord, chaplain; W. W. Brooks, trustee; M. M. Merlz, representative to State
There
the

Char.'es
was

an

Beal,

alternate.

interesting repetition ol

closing exercises

and 8 last

at

schools Nos. 7

Cherryfield,
pils, after their exercises, which were held
early, went to school No. 8, hoping tc

j.-1-H-I11

Ki

no

Quality I
A

shoe for men,

S3.50.

I

LISTEN

Ellsworth’s
arrived last

TO THE

at the

■ ■

•

•

|

Xhe Federation

J

for women,

r

$2

|

to

$2.50.

Ours is the only store in Ellsworth where these rare
can be found.

goods

::j. h. brimmer & co.

ln-H'i 1

JA

I

MORROW

COASTER BRAKE

|

ELLSWORTH flFG. CO.

Friday,

and is

engine honse.

now

installed

It has been admired

This evening
Chief-Engineer Brown expects to have
the company out for practice with the

REGINA
AT

seen

it.

ladders.

place

the best

in

the city to buy

The memorial service to Odd Fellows
and Rebekabs at the Methodist church
last

Sunday morning

about 150

Ice-Cream,

the

members of

was

attended

the orders

Soda,

beside

or

Fresh
Only

a

Candy.

few more

Silver Gift
Cards left.

DAVIS’

BROOK

FARM BUTTER,

PARIS
GREEN

2ec.
per

pound,

GARMENT CUTTING SCHOOL
No. 6, Manning Block.

Remember the
at

Perfect

System.

Personal Instruction.

Practical Results.

Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday afterF. T. Additon, Mgr.1
noons and evenings.

double

aud

programme.

Capt. J. A. Bowden, of
“Mary C. Stuart”, will soon
of

enjoyed

visitors

the

the Franklin

the

schoouei

take

commanc

schooner

“Willie

L

Maxwell”. Capt. Bowden has sucoeedec
in having the controlling iuterest of the
late John Paul Gordon in the schoonei
taken up for him, largely by Ellsvvortl
men.
He takes one-eighth interest him
self. The “Maxwell” is a three-mastee
schooner of 260 tons net, and was buil
She is nov
at Franklin five years ago.
bound from Baltimore for Calais, when
Capt. Bowden will take command of her
Capt. Tinker, who has been going in th<
“Maxwell”, will take the “Mary C
Stuart”. Capt. Charles Smith left yea

terday for Sullivan with a crew to tak
the “Stuart” one trip to Philadelphii
with stone.

CENTS

PERILS.
WIGGIN &

MOORE,

Druggists.

or

joke

from the time the curtain goes u]
drops. There will be thirty-fiv

it
voices in the chorus.
until

A feature of th

walk.
Fiv
Ellsworth couples will participate in thi
and it will be a genuine competition fo
Each couple is being driliei
a real cake.
separately by Mrs. Rodenbaugh, and eacl
with different steps. The pickanny danc
by fourteen little pickannies will b
another of the features.

evening

can

be

excursion to Bar Harbor

on

High
graduating

will

be the cake

of Ellsworth

high school alumni association.

day following the convention.

atitatisoncnts.

School Graduation.

The
worth
cock

exercises of the Ellshigh school will take place at Hanhall next Tuesday afternoon at 2

o’clock.

The programme is

as

follows:

#

OUB

i

#

SPLENDID

j>

MEN’S SUITS

\

Music
Rev. J. M. Adams

Prayer,
Music

Salutatory—Es*ay— Literature, L. Ethel Allen
Oration—Results of the Spanlsn and PhilipFrank O. Rowe
pine Wars,
Essay—Inventions and Discoveries of the
M

usic

Ethel M Rowe
Essay—Education In Cuba,
Essay—Girls’ Occupations in Colonial Days,
Leonlce li Foster
Factor in Human DevelopClarice C Hodgkins
ment,
Mu°lo
of
the
New
Novels,
Essay—Heroes
Bessie M. Joy
Class history,
Charles W Hurley
Music
Class prophecy,
Frank M Smith
Essay—“Not for Ourselves Alone.” ValeHarriet Rollins
dictory,
Music
Address to class,
Dr. George A Phillips
Conferring diplomas,
Supt. of Schools Stuart

Essay—Service

In the

a

evening

under the

the concert and

auspices

of

the

ball,
graduating

class, will take place. The music for both
afternoon and evening will be by Chandler’s orchestra, of Portland.
There are twenty-three in the class
The officers

president;

are

Morris

Charles W.

W.

Knowlton,

Hurley, vice-presi-

dent; Sarah Jarvis, secretary; Martin L
The class motto it
Adams, treasurer.
“Not for Ourselves Alone”.

|
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Operate Bluehlll Copper Mines.
Representatives of a syndicate of New
York capitalists were in Bluehill yesterday investigating the Dunn mining properties at Bluehill, which include the

ofthk

TOWN. Jl

#

JUST A FEW

0

|

OF THE MANY

\

X

GOOD THINGS.

a

*\f\

Men’s Suits

In

Black

^

your monoy

(9

Blue

or

*P4*VU Cheviot, Pin
Checks ami (I
Bedford Coni, sizes 34 to 44. These are 0
positively the best suits ever offered for v

1C

the money, or we
lor the asking.

will

return

4

Men’s Suits such as you pay
cvi)*yv $7 or $8 for elsewhere—
nine styles to select from In Cheviots,
Casslmeres, Worsteds and the new stripe
patterns.

()
jk
V

We offer seventeen styles to
*pu.yu sellct front. Go where you
will, you cannot duplicate these suits
any where for the same price, for most
stores charge $10.

0

CA

#

2
5
V

But
A

Here

<fc*-

Suit,

To

Bluehill and other
coppei
mines. It is understood the negotiatiunc
for the mines are practically closed. The
New York men are buying them to operate.
—

Accident to Dr. A. M.

Fulton.

Southwest Harbor, June 19 (special;
—Dr. Abby M. Fulton, of Ellsworth, mel
with a severe accident Tuesday afternoor
at her cottage here.
Mrs. Fulton tripped on the stairs anc

fell to the bottom*, sustaining a fracturi
of the left forearm. Dr. J. D. Phillips.

Drowned on His Wedding Day.
Qeorge Brown, of Bucksport, agec
twenty-two, fireman of the steamer “M
& M.”, was drowned while swimrainj
Sunday morning. He was to have beei
married in the evening to Miss Zulieki
Ames, of Orland.

<[

1^
*

I

All the

Boys c£f,o.

GOO EYES at our $10 II EN’S
A large number of
SUITS.
styles and patterns to select
from, In all th« popular col
orlngs of cloths-Blue, Black,
Serges, Clays, Worsteds. Un
dressed
Scotch
Worsted,

Cheviots,

Novelty

Cloths,

These
suits
are
made, lined and trimmed in
first-class style, and are better
than the so-called
custom
made that will cost twice the
price we ask.

etc-

0
J
£
m

W
jP

strictly
Serge Suit,

warranted all-wool Engllsh Black Clay Worsted

0

2

They Are.

all-wool fast color

Blue
A

|3
A

Douglass,

which will be give]
The minstrel
at Hancock hall Monday evening, July 1
under auspices of the Unitarian society
promises to be one of the big successes o
Home talent is being thor
the season.
oughly drilled by Mr. and Mrs. Roden
baugh, of Boston, who are experts. Th
show

show will be on the line of professions
shows, a constant round of song or danc

AT

DAVIS’ MARKET.

by

regular congregation, and the church

ftlibrrtisniunta.

1 I 1 1"1"I,,I,'1"1| l H-H-H-H-A

$6.00.

hook and ladder truck

T

V

•

new

by all who have

HODGKINS’ CANDY FACTORY,
::

Participants

and F. L. Mason.

an

anc

Miss Mattie Riley, ol
teacher of No. 7, and her pu-

au

II I H-H-H' I 1 I I I

the

banquet

hall—Reunion and

hoped that arrangements

Friday.

A. W. Johnson, general manager of the
Nickel Plate railroad, with his family,
arrived at Ellsworth in his private CHr be in time to hear the exercises there
Tliau nwiiiaH
5n.it
the
arureiucu mart
Saturday, and took teams for Bluehili, j
closing. William F. Jude, teacher of No
where he is spending the summer.
8, asked how many of his pupils would reAmong Ellsworth Odd Fellows who
their parts. There was no response
attended the field day exercises of the peat
to this, hut when the pupils of No. 7 said
Patriarchs Militant in Bangor yesterday
they would repeat their parts, a joint prowere R. B. Holmes, J. P. Eldridge, Frank
of the two schools was arranged
S. Call, J. W. Neal ley, Rev. O. H. Hefflon gramme

tl-H'll'll'i'lllIl,l-H-l'lI''l'lMH"H-l-H-H'l

It is

made for

inside sentinel;

H. S.

council;

Tremont.
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lllutual Benefit Column.

KNDKAVOK.

I IAN

CHICI

foptc For <he Week Bewlnntns: .Tune
23—Comment hy Rev. 9. II. Doyle.

"AUNT MADGE".

EDITED BY

Topic.—How teoiperanoe would help transform
the etrth.—Rev. xxi, 1-7. (A temperance meet-

Its Motto:

“Helpful

and

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title aDd motto—it Is for the mutual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely on the support given it in this respect. Communications must be signed, but tne name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

despair to hope, from
changed
darkness to light, from midnight sorThe contemplarow to noonday joy.
tion of such a picture only helps us to
realise what a curse and blight intemperance is.

THOU KNOWEST NOT NOW.

from

Thou knowest not now.
How canst thou know?
Earth’s shadows bide me irom thy sight,
And oft I lead thee in the dark.
When thou wouldst have thy pathway light.

If all men were sober, if there were
bo drunkards in the world, surely this
old world would be a new world to millions. Truly in myriads of cases from
this cause there “would be no more
death, neither sorrow nor crying nor
any more pain.” For former things—
death, tears, heartaches, separations,
blighted hopes, ruined homes, wrecked
lives—would be no more, and all things
would be made new. The desert would
blossom like the rose.
That such a condition would follow
universal sobriety is easily proved by
the fact that intemperance causes a
vast amount of the sorrow and unhappiness of the world. Its evil influence
Is seen in the state. It ruins statesmen,
leads to the corruption of legislators
and produces many of the vicious laws
that find their way upon our statute
books. Its curse is a blight upon society. Social life everywhere is corrupted and degraded as a result of intemperance in alcoholic drinks.^ Its damning shadow Tails darkest of all perhaps
upon the home. It turns the husband
Into a demon and the father to a brutal
tyrant. It clothes in rags and feeds
with crusts. It produces widows and
orphans and conditions that are often
•worse than widowhood and orphanage.
It wrecks and ruins individual lives
and crushes hopes for time and for
What a
What a demon!
eternity.
curse! And yet to think that it is permitted under the law and made light
of by many who profess to have the
best interests of mankind at heart!
The awful conditions that result from
Intemperance and the happy conditions
that would follow the dethronement of
King Alcohol should inspire every
Christian Eudeavorer to .toil on against
this great foe of the state, society, the
borne and the individual. Temperauce
is right, and right must prevail. The
new heaven and the new earth are
coming, and with them will come relief
from the curses of drink and the joys
of their absence.THE

Prepare

a

Thou knowest not now.
Thou wonderest why
Thy fairest schemes were brought to
My ways arc hard to understand
Too lutricate for finite thought.

But when earth's tangled mass is o’er,
And thou hast reached the glory land,
Thou wilt took back and own
I led thee with a loving hand.
Thou knowest not now
Why those more dear than life to thee were
called away,
Why all thy prayers and tears were vain
When thou didst ask that they might Btay.
I knew thy heart too fondly clung
When I would have thy love,
And so, I took thy treasure hence
And laid It up for thee above.
Thou knowest not now.
But be content a little while
And thou shall kuow,
For heaven’s broad light shall
More brighter than the noonday

them,

thee shine

glow.

11^

A* L JL-jt •

For Aunt Madge's Column:
Preserved Rhubarb—Six pounds of rhubarb, 5 pounds of sugar, 1 pound of tigs, 2
whole lemons grated, cook for three or four
hours on the back of the stove or until it is
X.
thick. Some prefer it without the figs.
Thanks to

“X.” for the recipe above; I

think it is like the
Aunt

one

Madge, like some of

I used

formerly.

the contributors,

occasionally an extra busy week and
It is a little unfortuone of them.
nate that it occurred with so many of us
at the same time, but probably that may
has

this is

happen again.
hope you are all enjoying these lovely
This is the little respite of
summer days.
time housekeepers should make the most
of, before the picnic and haying and hot

not
I

special temperance proREADINGS.

Lev. x, 9, 10; Isa. v, 11; Joel i, 5;
Prov. xx, 1; xxiii, 20, 21, 29-35; Rom.
Sill, 12-14; I Cor. vi, 10; Gal. v, 19-2G;
1 Pet. iv, 1-5; Rev. xxii, 12-15.
Deliverance From Sin.

Deliverance from sin means the
transformation of life, the awakening
or renewal of holy purpose, the control
The
of pure, high, noble motive.
Scriptures express the fact felicitously when they speak of the converted
person as a new man. He seems sc
to himself. He appears so to others.
Life takes on a new and brighter aspect. He makes a fresh beginning and
goes forth in a new spirit along the
path of daily duty, which, howevei
familiar, has become new* all at once
in its appearance, its opportunities anc
its responsibilities. He feels that he
never before understood aright w-hat il
means to be one of God’s children anc
Deliverance
active in God’s world.
from sin has not placed him where sii
cannot assail him, but has given bin
such additional power of resistance
and victory that he no longer feeli
helpless before it.—Congregationalism

M.
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THERE

NO

WHERE

ENTHUSIASM

IS

LACKING.

If nny work, any study, any purpose,
is worth your while, it is then worth being performed, pursued and carried out
with enthusiasm.
If you cannot coax yourself into feeling an enthusiastic thrill regarding what
you are planning or dreaming to do, then,
I pray you, take it not up.
NOne man who has built a very useful
book of synonyms points out in this wise
the nice ditference between the enthusi“Fanatics and viast aud the fanatic:
sionaries are always more or less enthusiasts, but enthusiasts are not always fanatics or visionaries.”
Here is an opinion regarding the value
of enthusiasm as expressed a long time
ago by a man writer, and the paragraph
is just as well worth reading and remembering today as it was at the time it was
penned: "I look upon enthusiasm to be a
very necessary turn of miud, as indeed
it is a vein which nature seems to have
marked with more or less strength in the
tempers of most men. No matter what
the object is, whether business, pleasure
or the tine arts, whoever pursues them
to any purpose must do so with a love
or enthusiasm for them.”
There is no inspiration about the man
or woman who goes about his affairs with
a lack or no evidence at all of enthusiasm. There is nothing about the temper
of such a person to inspire those with
whom he comes in contact to put forth
the best that is in them and to work
with a will. Rather, to the contrary,
those who go about either work or play
in a listless manner are depressing. In
fact, their attitude fairly discourages the
one
who is unlucky enough to come

f«r Ie It to

ot local union,
[The editor Invite, .eeretarle.
county. an<l
of the tV. C. T. V. In Hancock
to tin.
white rlbboner. generally, to contrlbuie

editor.]

A Library for a|Vlllanc«.
set of ten copyright novels; of popular
tire Jordan,
authors Is on sale oils week at
Marsh S Co. book store. Boston, at the remarkcents a copy. Each l«u»k is a
able price of
and [s-pr'nted
picked story by a different author,
in producing the
from the Identical plates used
still sells at
which
Original expensive edition
new edition Is substanS1.W or gl.2S each. The
a new cover design,
tially bound In cloth with
sire.
and the volumes are of a uniform
These editions by special arrangement with
for
a
limited time
autliors and publishers are
of
only, and the public should take advantage
novels
this opportunity to obtain four high class
editions
at the price of one, before these special
A

attend-

The scribe had the privilege
ing the Deer I.le church on temperance
L. May
Sunday, in company with Mrs.
a fine disRobbins, and of listening to
course

well.

on

He

prohibition by
quoted largely

ltev. Mr. Hartfrom

book

a

temperance work foi
the past century, and showed that Maine,
at the very beginning of the temperance
field,
movement, was a very unpromisiug
tin
the chief exports being lumber and

giving the history

of

products of the fisheries,
chiefly to the West Indies
West

Indies

in return foi

molasses,

and

rum

wont

which

f1,000,000

less than

now

ptOWptKADT.

'•Tlie Great K. & A. Train Itubbery,”—/'. L.
Ford,
••A Puritan's Wife.”—A/cuC/’ewtbertow.
"American Wives and English Husbands.”—

cover*

expense, notwithstanding the large
foreign element lr. the State.
His words were encouraging to those
who only hear the law found fault with
this

Atherton.
“Kudder
ton.

"I, Thou and the Other" One."—AmeffaJA.
Harr.
•Tale* of Our Coast.”— Crockett and othen.'ZL
“Driven Back to Eden.”—K.'J'.Jioe.
“Captain Shannon."— Kernahan.

toms, and no woman should allow “ought to be” but with the “what mighl
herself to reach such a perfection of ! be” if the State, for the last fifty years
misery when there is absolutely no with its ever-increasing foreign elemenl
need of it. The subject of our por- had been under license instead of prohibtrait in this sketch, Mrs. Williams of
itory law 6.
English town, N.J., has been entirely
Mr. Hartwell’s topid in the evening wai
cured of such illness and misery by
Rev
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- prohibition for the next fifty years.
pound, and the guiding advice of Mrs. Mr. Conley, of Stonington, also preachec
Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.
The topic was made tin
on prohibition.
No other medicine has such a record subject of a talk in the Sunday schoo
for absolute cures, and no other medihere, and the union held a prohibitior
cine is “just as good.” Women who
meeting on Wednesday, members who hai
want a cure should insist upon getting
the different churches giving
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com- attendedof the discourses and the Star
ii
pound when they ask for it at a store. reports
Anyway, write a letter to Mrs. Pink- the East furnishing reading matter.
OhV
ham at Lynn, Mass., and tell her all
your troubles. Her advice is free.

a good person
You may whisper behind his or
her back if you like that one is foolish to
be enthusiastic over such small matters

those which engage your friend’s time,
admit, although you criticise, that the enthusiasm is as refreshing
to your soul as a glass of crystal water
to a thirsty mortal.
The woman who expects to make a success in any line must be sure to keep
alive a little sprig of enthusiasm in her
nature. Don’t let it wither and die once
you have planted it and don't allow aiiy
one to crush the life and wholesomeness
out of it. Strange to say, much as all of
us like to stumble upon enthusiasm, there
but you must

Hints

to

Needlewomen.

Never use long basting threads, especially in the basting of waists, nor think
save
time by taking long stitches.
Pins should be used plentifully while fitting a garment on the figure, but they
should be replaced immediately with regular basting the moment the garment is
removed.
The position for hooks or buttons and for the corresponding eyes or
button holes should be carefully outlined
with thread in preference to marking
with pencil or soapstone.
When curved seams are to be stitched
up on the machine, fine basting—i. e., by
means of short stitches—becomes imperative if the seamstress would avoid puckering in her work. If such curved work
be around the foot of a skirt, as in the
of a flared ruffle, the hem first
case
should be basted, lightly sponged and
carefully pressed before the stitching is
done. The ajnateur dressmaker is sometimes troubled over a slight bulging at
the point of a dart in the skirt or bodice
when otherwise the garment fits most
satisfactorily. Generally this may be obviated by lightly sponging the part in
question and pressing with hot iron so
that a quick shrinking follows.—Harper’s
Bnzffr.
to

still many of us, for a reason we
not ourselves explain, who are
ready to laugh at the enthusiast or, at
least, to marvel that one will still be so
keenly alive and such a stranger to ennui
as to still hare faith in oneself and the
work or play one is entering upon.
Ennui, “the awful yawn which sleep
cannot abate,” is going out of fashion.
are

could

You may once more be enthusiastic and
weather season settles down upon them.
hot be fearful of being considered anything but good form. We took our pattern in ennui from the English. It was
QUOTATIONS.
bad form to be enthusiastic, though it
do
the
and
noblest
aim
to
We should
highest
must be admitted that when we were givthings possible and practicable.
en the opportunity to enjoy the enthusiHe that counts youth his sword and age his staff,
asm of the French we simply reveled in
He whose right hand covers his own epitaph,
it.
He is a happy man.
It is in more than in business, 'pleasure
It is doing, not dreaming, that makes one a man.
and the fine arts that enthusiasm is
If the plan isn’t followed, of what good is the
In the
worth while and good to see.
plau?
very smallest and most prosaic of home
Work for some good be it ever so lowly.
duties that fall to the lot of the average
woman there is an enlivening and quickHINTS FOR HOUSEKEEPERS.
ening to be brought about by enthusiasm.
Apples—Keep In a dry place, as cool as possiDo you know an enthusiastic houseNeedlework.
ble without freezing.
keeper? One might speak of her also as
If household duties have no charm, the
Brooms—Hang in the cellar-way to keep soft the ambitious housekeeper, but I believe
needle may possibly prove atthat enthusiastic is the term that pictures art of the
and pliant.
who can sew dainThe enthusiastic housekeeper tractive, and the girl
Cranberries—Keep under water In cellar; her best.
her home by her own
never
talks of “the weary grind” of tily and decorate
change water monthly.
handiwork has at least mastered one
housework, washing dishes, sweeping,
Dish of hot water—Set in oven, prevents
branch of a wife’s qualifications. The exdusting, etc. These things she fully reembroideries of oriental countries
cakes, etc., from scorching.
alizes must be attended to every day, but quisite
blush many of our efforts at
Flour—Keep cool, dry and securely covered. her enthusiasm over them ail well done put to the
decorative stitchery, but our girls cau, if
Glassware—Clean with water and ammonia; and her satisfaction in the perfection atuse
their needles with beautiwill,
tained in the end rob the work of the they
one tablespoonful to a quart of water.
and rival the oriental.
They
The enthusiastic ful effect
“weary
grind”
quality.
with
in
tied
securely
paper bags,
Herbs—Keep
need training to become accomplishhousekeeper and homemaker is an inspi- only
string.
with
the
ed needlewomen.
But
many
ration to every member of her family. All
fascinations of other arts and sports and
Ink-stains—Wet with spirits of turpentine;
recognize the fact that her home is her
our modern girls apparently are
after three hours rub well.
pastimes
palace and her castle, though it may not not inclined to labor over delicate einShe is enthusiastic
Keep an account of all supplies, with costand be grandly fitted.
broideries, though the excellent classes
date of purchase.
over the snowy linen that infolded away, |!
which are here and there being held to
over the pretty bits
is
enthusiastic
she
and
if
oil
with
a
pin,
good
Nutmegs—Prick
the art of the needle are doing
encourage
of silver and china that are placed on her
will appear.
much to rouse girls to a sense of acute
table every day and not saved for “com- j
au
and
the
white
of
egg destroy
Quicksilver
! appreciation of one of the most womanly,
pany” alone.
1
bedbugs.
beautiful and useful of all the arts.
The indifferent housekeeper does not
and
are
as
of
Every girl ought to be a capable needleJapan
green
Tea—Equal parts
need to wear a badge for all the world to
woman, be her work “fancy” or “plain.”
good as "English breakfast”.
be informed that she goes about her
It is revolting to meet with the girl who
mUk
ik/innnirh ln/>lr nt intaroat
A
Cement made of ashes, salt and water for
| cannot handle a needle. The impression
cracks In stove.
very short stay in her home will convince
is almost as bad as that created by a lost
Nobody ever thinks of go- j
you of this.
Keep the yard clear of bones and dirt.
sense.
ing to her for a cake recipe or to learn
just how many minutes rolls should stay
withThrowing: the Shoe.
in the oven to be well baked. All of this To the Pan-AmericaifExposItlon
out Change of Cars.
The peasants of southern France have is a bore to her. Long ago she lost her
the credit of originating the familiar cus- enthusiasm.
One of the disagreeable items in a trip
And if you will tarry by
tom of throwing an old shoe after the her side awhile she will tell you what a
of any length is the changing from one
newly wedded pair. It was, moreover, dull routine there is about housekeeping. train or steamer to another, disturbing
the rejected suitor who first made it popOne may do ordinarily well, one may one’s comfort of both body and mind,
ular. The peasant bride is conducted by ; even be able to manage to get along very
and often causing the loss of some article
her friends to her new home, while the
moderately and comfortably without a in the
hurry of transition.
young husband is made to halt at a couattain
but
to
greatspirit of enthusiasm,
To Maine visitors to the Pan-American
ple of hundred yards from the house. If ness or superiority one must work with
there is a rejected suitor, he then arms enthusiasm in one’s chosen line or voca- exposition the Maine Central railroad ofhimself with an old wooden shoe and tion.
fers the only arrangement by which one
flings it, with his best aim, at the brideThe enthusiastic poet, the enthusiastic can make the journey from Portland to
groom as be makes a dash for the house.
painter, the enthusiastic sculptor and Buffalo without change. Starting at the
When the shoe is thrown, it is understood the enthusiastic musician have been those
comfortable hoar of 8.50 a. in., one arrives
that the last feeling of ill will has been who have given to the world the masterin Buffalo the next forenoon. In the comflung away with it.
in
and
pieces. It was not the listless
fortable Pullmans provided on this route,
different workers in the fine arts, you
the magnificent scenery of the White
Canned rhubarb for pies is a conven- may be sure, who created and left the
Mountains and northern Vermont is thorience which many housekeepers regard world these riches.
as a necessity to their preserve closets.
oughly enjoyed, and the traveller arrives
It is the enthusiastic girl student whe
To can it, wash it thoroughly and cut will graduate with honors. Oh, yes, there in Buffalo refreshed rather than fatigued
into pieces somewhat less than an inch will be other graduates, too, but the en
by the journey.
long, pack it into jars, fill with cold wa- thusiastic student will have the honors.—
This through train starts from Portland
ter, cover and put in a cool, dark place.
Margaret Hannis in St. Louis Republic
and once in two weeks a

___

While There I* UfeJThere legHope.
I w»h afflicted with catarrh; could neither
Ely a
ta.«te nor amell and could hear hut littleCream Balm cured it.—Marcus G. Shauta, Hah*
way, N. J.
The Balm reached me ?afely and the effect la
surprising. My »on any* the Jirat application
gave decided relief. Kei-pectfully, Mra. rrankliu Freeman, Dover, N. It.
The Balm doea not irritate or cau*e •neeating.
Sold by flrueglBta, 50 eta- or mailed by Ely
Brother*, 56 Warren St, New York.
sw

Banking.

Tbe man at whose funeral they wen
assembled'hadn’t drawn a sober breatl
during the last fifteen years of bis life
and had been noted for being always ii
trouble with his neighbors.
“Well,1
said one of hiB old acquintances, turuinj
sadly away after the services were over
“he was a man of mighty reg’lar habits.’

A

SttJbcrtiscmrnts.

Is

DR. FENNER’S

when you can borrow on your
share*, give a first mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payment* and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

Blood & Liver
AND

TSeRVeTtONIc!1
for sale uy M.

M.

5

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

Moore.

For

NEW

A.

i

Phrases

and

Commenced

Throughout

New

Honor

ine

son

or

.nan.

Responsibility For the Toong.
The pastor of a congregation is no :
the only man who occupies a positioi
of responsibility. Write the names o *
all the children in your own or in othe r
homes who are being influenced b; 7
your walk and conversation and thei
say whether your position is a respor
slble one or not. There are dozens c P
little eyes watching your life and cor
duct, and their lives are going to be it
fluenced by you, whether you will o r
not. In the interest of their welfar ?
pee that you walk circumspectly, nc
as fools, but as wise.—United Presb]
terian.
The Power of
More

things

are

Prayer.
wrought by prayer than tk *

world dreams of.
For what are men better than sheep or goats
That nourish a blind life within the brain
If, knowing God. they lift not hands of prayer.
Both for themselves and those who call the
friends?
For so the whole round world is every hour
Bound by gold chains around the feet of God.

—Tennyson.

0

morning,
personally-conducted party

A dainty dessert can
ed by splitting sponge

be quickly preparcake lady fingers
and spreading sweetened whipped, cream
between them.
A flavoring of vanilla,
sherry or almond can be added to the
cream.
Serve two or three fingers to
each person.
--

j_—

Seven Years in Bed.

“Will w’ondera ever cease?” inquire the
friends of Mrs. S. Pease, of Lawrence,
Kan. They knew she had been nnable to
leave her bed in seven years on account of
kidney and liver trouble, nervous prostration and general debility; but, “Three
bottles of Electric Bitters enabled me to
walk.” she writes, “and in three .months 1
felt like a new person.” Women suffering
from headache, backache, nervousness,
sleeplessness, melancholy, fainting and
dizzy spells will find it a priceless blessing.
Try it. Satisfaction is guaranteed. Only
50c at Wiooin & Moobe’s drug store.

For Restlessness.

Here is a new idea for curing the chil
dren’s restlessness. A restless, peevish
imaginative youngster, who seems equal
ly unable to become interested in studiei
or pleasures, is a constant trial both ii
school and at home. Here is an origina [
Sait
cure that will ofteu prove helpful.
a teacher the other day: “When I find
pupil restless and out of temper, witl
flushed face and generally heated look,
send him out to let cold water run on hi
wrists. In a few minutes he comes bad
;
cool and calm. The circulation is quickl;
affected by an application to the wrists
In a chill a nurse will put hot compresse
at the pulse with excellent results o
bathe the wrist with camphor to reviv
from a fainting fit, and this gave me th ^
idea of reducing the temperature of 1
restless, irritable pupil.—Pittsburg Dia
■

patch.

F. A. Elwell

in

charge

of

will leaves the Union station,

Portland, for Buffalo, by this route.
These parties will travel in special Pull-

will dine at the Mt. Pleasant
and coming, and while in
Buffalo will stop at the Niagara hotel,
man

cars,

house, going

one

of the fine hotels of the

city.

The complete round trip, including five
days in Buffalo, and a trip to Niagara
Falls, is |5o. For full particulars write K
E.
Booth by, general passenger agent,
Maine Central railroad, Portland.
.—

Dyspeptics cannot be long lived because
requires nourishment. Food is not
nourishing until it is digested. A disordered stomach cannot digest food, it
must have assistance. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure digests all kinds of food without aid
from the stomach, allowing it to rest and
J regain its i.uiaxal functions. Its elements
are exactly the same as the natural digesj
tive fluids and it simply can’t help but do
you good. Wiggin & Moore.
to live
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WHY PAY RENT?

I

REMEDY

j

School.”—Joe. L.JFord.

“Dr. Dodd’s
-Adit,

«

In the power of His fellowship wi
cease to be contemptible.
By the hear
cf His great love for us we can bi
warmed into love for our poor breth
In the might of His forgivenes:
ren.
Look to Hin
we, too, can forgive.
when you are tempted to despise you:
fellows. Look upon the face of Hii
agony when men break your heart. Re
call His unconquerable pity when bit
terness and wrath and harsh Judgmen
clamor in you for utterance. You can
not deride or wound or hate those fo
lore of whom He died. Recall the pun
dignity of His manhood, the beauty o
His human days. And. in order tha
still you may be able with a full con
vlctlou to honor all men, honor the Soi t
of Man, honor Jesus Christ.—Churcl
Standard.

"Bonaventure."—Geo. W. CaUr.
Grangers Abroad."—frank K. Stock-

W

Indeed, if one Is to compare prohibltioi
with license, it should not be to compare
the existing state of things with the idea

Mbs. Jonx Williams.

*

are

in turn

liquors;

^

exhausted.
the disAny of them can be obtained while
Marsh JC
tribution lasts by remitting to Jordan.
which covers
Co., Boston, .Hi cents lor each,
postage.

which

converted into New England
rum.
Every twenty years the whole valuation of the State was spent for intoxicants. Before the prohibitory law- wa*
passed fl>l,000,000 went annually foi
were

*

Why

Sagetown?”

away from

going

were

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
of

J

didn’t you tell me you wanted to go
thar?”
__

__

__

the

Begetown?”

be uneasy.
"Uncle,”
pilgrim began to
we from Bagetown
be asked, "bow far are
a half.”
now?” “Boat four mtlM and
tell me we
"llrMt grief! Wby didn’t you

Item, that will be
column report, of meetln..
of the
of Interest to worker. In other part,
this to he a live column,
county. We would like
m
b
hut It need, some effort on the P’lfol of their
a column
V. women to make It so. It la
make
wha
they
be
making, not ours, and will
he .mm,
Item, and communication. .houM
It.
ol the
to
approval
and are, of course, subject
or

•*
I am so nervous, there is not a
well inch in my whole
body. I am so
weak at my stomach and have indigestion horribly, and palpitation of
the heart, and 1 am losing flesh. This
headache and backache nearly kills
me, and yesterday I nearly had hysterics ; there is a weight in the lower part
of my bowels bearing down all the
time, and pains in my groins and
thighs; I cannot sleep, walk, or sit,
and I believe I am diseased all over;
no one ever suffered as I do.”
This is a description of thousands of
cases which come to Mrs. Pinkham’s
attention daily. An inflamed and ulcerated condition of th< neck of the
womb can produce all of these symp-

INSPIRATION TO WORK

duety pilgrim, “bow
Bout • mile end •
“Cun I ride
bull,” replied the farmer.
In.” At the
with you?” "Berlin. CUme
»n hour the dusty
end o» three-quarters of

"Uncle,” Mid

Column.

tl). <£. £. H.

DO YOU FEEL LIKE THIS?

The enthusiast is always

iv, iwi.

A

GOOD THING TO CULTIVATE.

witmn tne oounas or its mnuence.

uunt'

Jk

AS AN AID TO SUCCESS IT IS A

to meet.

by F. W.

TT

^

Sfoiicrttsrmcntc.

ns

iu.ur.Mii.lv,

gramme.

u.

on

to

And all my undiscovered plans
To lead thee to that home of rest,
Shall be revealed, and thou wilt see
My way and not thy own was best.
—Selected

PRATER MEETING.

BIBLE

naught.

a

ENTHUSIASM HELPS.

Hopeful

ing)
There is scarcely a phase of life that
Hvould not be transformed by temperance—to in pc ranee in all things, in
words, in deeds, bat. especially temperance in. alcoholic drinks and a temperance that would mean abstinence,
go far as alcohol its a beverage is contained. The state would be purified
and blessed. Society would be relieved of one of its most blighting curses.
•The bor es of millions would be transformed. and countless multitudes of inhave
their lives
would
dividua h

»»

a

LAUjNDRY
BATH ItOQMS.

FAT, NO WASHEE,’*

***
ot '‘““dry wont done at abort nodo*. Goods called tor and delivered.
H. B. K8TKT A 0O„
West End Bridge.
Ell.worth. Me.

5n<1i

h

!

$roftsstonal Carts.
CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

anything you invent or improve: also get
1! CAVE AT.TRADE-M ARK, COPYRIGHT or DESIGN
,i PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo.
i1

<1

for free examination and advice.

>

BOOK ON PATENTS fe) before patent.
\TC,A.SNOW&CO;;

Patent

Lawyers. WASH I NGTON, D.C.

;

1

Db- h- w- Hatkes begs to
notify ms patrons
and others that until further notice hla
dental
room* Will Is® closed on
Wednesday afternoons
Ellsworth, (let. 25. lltau.

D^H-

FIX YOUR OWN CLOCK S

GREELY,

DENTIST.

-WITH-

Magic Clock

Oi I*

CLOCKS DO NOT HAVE TO BE TAKEN APAI IT
Directions for oiling so simple that a child c in
use It.
It practically cleans and oil? a Hock so

that It will run well for years.
Cast off nicl
alarms take new life and run all right.
Ms ite
and used by a watchmaker of over twenty yea
experience. Sold only by mail. Sent postpi y
for 25 cents.
S. BENNETT, Lock Box 2211, BOSTON, MASS.

olstuMif'*75

°f the

-—

You

TOBACCOSP ^
and SMOK g

YourLifeawa p|

be cured of any form of tobacco usi
easily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full
new life and vigor by taking MO-TO-BA
that makes weak meu strong.
Many gi
ten
pounds in ten day's. Over BOOwOL
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Bon tklet and advice FREE.
Address STEREU tG
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
4. 7
can

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby gives notlcs that he
with the city of Ellswor
Till!
for the
of the
has contracted

|

support
poor, during the enau!
year, and has made ample provision for th
support, be thtrefore forbids all persons fr «
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his
count, as without his written order, he will p tty
for no goods so furnished. Hahh* 3. Jones

*

College,

CARROLL BURRILL,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
and

justice

op the

Oflice oyer Burrill National
STATE 8TBEET.

Peace.

Bank,

ELL8WOBTH.

A.

F-

Me.

BURNHAM,
attorney
AND

COUN8ELLOH AT

LAW.
A1!° prosecuting
attorney for all classes
against the United States.
Pistons
Business solicited.

Ellswobth,

.....

of

maihb.

—____

JOHN

E. BUNKER, JR.,

attorney at LAW.
OFFICES

BAR HARBOR AND

Subscribe for The Ameeica N

Cental

---—-________

Notabt Public

HAM3T
L/lilv I

phlla<,elphla

*rOKFtcK IK Giles' Blooe. Ellswobth.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until; further
notice.

AT

BLUEHILL,

ME.

Mt-DesertBlock.
S*ljSiS?,*,!.7.“f8
uiuenlll
office open Saturdays,

1

z--

GRADUATION?

BLUEHILL
USUAL

EXCELLENT

SHOWING

KLIjSWORTH

the

of

THROUGHOUT.

The officers of the graduating class this
year are as follows: William H. Harden,

day evening with the baccalaureate serIn a brief resume of the various parts,
mon—an able address by Kev. E.
Bear#*,
who knows just how to talk to young much of the point and pith of the subjects as presented must necessarily be
people.
I

esting

stage

was

her

greeting seemed like a hostess at ease
receiving guests in her own home, and
then following that welcome by an entertaining description of the trials and en-

tastefully decorated with
handsome bouquets.

durance of

potted plants
Everything within

ticular class,
and

more

not limited

and

to any

freshman

classes

were

repre-

because of

was

Margaret Hinckley
Music.Miss Holt
The Boat Race.Anon
Villa Sargent
Wreck of Rlvermouth.Whittier
Lilia McIntyre
Mice at Play.Forrest

Guy Hinckley

Sparkling

Mayo

The committee of award were Dr. Otis
L)r. E. C. Barrett and Forest
Snow. To “sit in judgment” In cases like
this is no enviable task, but it is safe to

Littlefield,

no

question

or

the audience to whom
be

should

the minds

awarded, for iu

listening to Margaret
Hinckley one
forgot the speaker and saw and heard
only the forms and voices of those participating in “The Debating Society”. The
hearty applause which followed the an-

Hinckley had won
prize expressed appreciation of

nouncement that Miss

the first

her efforts and satisfaction
cision of the

with

the de-

The

second

committee.

with

wit,

Bin lies Him

In

(ears.

grand subject

the

Dewey

|

and

other

heroes

It seemed very apt that in the arrangement of the programme Miss Griudle’s
essay on “A Scholar’s Service” should follow “Atnericau Heroes”. In a clear, sweet
voice and with

.pictured

convincing argument she

to those who had toiled unrewarded

learning and science
might be advanced, and drew a striking
this life that

in

contrast

the heroes who rise to

between

heights of fame almost at a single bound,
whose literary work is
not recognized at its correct value, until,
sometimes, centuries after its production.
It was especially pleasing to his classmates, teachers and many friends that
and the scholar

present

Mr. Harden could be

much his credit that in the

academy, continued his studies and

pleted

the

self-pos-

whose
clear

intonation

accorded with the selection Bhe gave.
Misses Hooper, Piper and Sargent also
did

themselves

much

credit,

and

tueir

greatly enjoyed.
The declamation by Ivan Thom was
finely given, while Fred Hardin’s narration of “The Ghost Story” was received
with eager interest. Guv Hinckley’s distinct enunciation and clever acting made
his story of “Mice at Play” very enter-

pirts

were

l.tinlno’.

The music

was

all p

ano

solos.

The evening passed ptetsautly and enand the large company separated,
welt satisfied generally.
GRADUATION

EXERCISES

The graduation exercises took place
Thursday afternoon. So many grndua:
tion days in past years had been rainy,
that the blue skies and clear air which
brightened and cheered the eventful and

loug-to*be-reinembered day of the
1901 were gratefully appreciated.

class

of

The town hall

capacity by
audience.

an

The

was

filled to

its

attentive and sympathetic
decorations were in red

and green, the class colors.
motto, “Magna est Veritas,”
back of the
green

utmost

class

The
was

at the

stage in red letters against

background,

green with large
and growing ferns

and festoons of

quantities
produced a

of

stone,

ever-

very pretty
stage effect.
At half past two, to the “El Capitan”
march, played by Miss Pearson, violin,
Miss Holt, piano, the members of the
class were conducted to their seats upon
the platform by Max Hinckley, where

SUrfjtrtiscmrnts.

enjoyed,

engraving

the

interpretation

of that

Roasts,
Mutton
steak,

Spring lamb,

who had
tablets of

inscriptions

was

were

Greek

to

in

Bluedsh,
Penob salmon,

scholar,

in

in the

place their class-

mates.

to the query “What’s
Nutne”? mss, from the first lint—
The

in

answer

by any other name, would smell
sweet,”

"A

ro*e

to

its

neat

conclusion,

u

as

epitome of
siucere worth and faithful work, aud the
earnest manner of Miss Snowman pressed
home the necessity of making the most
our

Her

lives and of
farewell

our

words

an

to

teachers

for the institution and interest in its
uudiIh, were all very appropriate for the

occasion.

The address to the class by llev. E. Bean
was tilled with wise and helpful counsel,
and given with the spirit of sympathy
and an understanding of the hopes and
ambitious of those just beginning their
life work.
The faithful labors of Prof. True and
his able assistants, Miss Proctor and Miss
Beal, during the past year deserve
especial mention. Their thoroughness in
work and their unfailing efforts will have
their reward.
The concert in

the

CONCERT.

evening

was

most

enjoyable, nearly every number receiving
an encore.
The Lotus quartette would be
gladly welcomed again by a Bluehitl
as
would also the reader, Miss
audience,
Gove, who rendered all her selections
with charming effect. The assistance of
Miss Holt aud Miss Pearson was much
appreciated by all. Following is the
evening’s programme:
Trumpet—Vocal
Lotus Quartette
Reading—Balcony Scene from "Romeo
and Juliet".Shakespeare

lb

5

Patents,

00
00 §5 50

1 10
1 2o
.40«45

Oats, bu
Shorts—bag—
Mixed feed,bag

50 a5

10

1.15

1.15 ®1.25

and Tallow.

Lamb skins,

lb—
04 tjj
.04 Y%

Ox,
Cow,

Bull,

.04

Tallow—per
Rough,
Tried,

.25
tb—

§.50
.01s
.04

Calf skins, green

.2531.00
Dried

Fruit.

lo
.123.20 Tamarinds,
.08 §.12
.10 Currants,
.06
.08§.15 Apples, string
.10
.10§.14 Apples, sliced

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

Prunes.

COUNTY NEWS.
additional County News

see

other pages.

UauldNhoro.

Whooping cough prevalent.
Mrs. Allen Sparling is visiting
is

her

sister in Sullivan.

There

was

Freeman hall
E. G.

an

ice-cream

sociable

at

Saturday evening.

Guptill,

who has been at

work in

Marlboro, has returned home.

Mary Sowle spent the past week
home, but has returned to Southwest
Harbor, where she will keep house this
Mrs.

summer.

Jen.

June 17.

March.Buck

Minuic L Gove
I)uet—Qul Vive.Ganz
Miss Holt and Mr Chapman
There Was a Man of Thessaly..McDougall
Lotus quartette
Bass solo—Brigand’s Love Song.Petrie
Mr Atwood
Reading—When Melinda Sings.Dunbar
Minnie L Gove
Violin solo—Scenes de la Csarda, No 3

par.Jeus Hubay
Miss Pearson

Waltz—Gay Hearts...Macey
Lotus quartette
Reading.Selected

Franklin.

Mrs.

ing

a

Eugene Orcutt has been spenddays in Sullivan.

few

Carl Williams is at home from South-

Harbor, where he has been employed.
James Hastings, of Harvard university,
is spending his vacation with his parents.
Miss Florence Blaisdell, of East Franklin, who has been stopping with her aunt
east

and attending school here, has returned
home on account of ill health.

Belle.

June 17.

Concert

Genuine stamped C. C. C. Never sold In bulk.
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

"something just as good."
Every Day Tours to the
Pon-Am*'r*o*>n Exposition
--iJuffutoTicket. Berths. P'laril, Tranafara for PrtRfltisie, etc., arVou are relieved of nil
nugni i.i udvu.ue.
i" *rn.s
I n uterc.tcdwrite
tiOuoie. Veiv r-ib..
to II AH R11' h*. « «»F., Oea’lARent for Maine,
Me.
(v„trul R.R.,
cere Pa«s. Dept. Mm
or your loeitl 'I'lckft A(t»:nt.
t'M

II

Ti

s:ws«.

iff

■! ■

■!» ■

Miunle L Gove
Baritone solo—A Dretm.Bartlett
Mr Rowe
Solo—Rhapsodic Hongrolse, No 2.Liszt
Miss Holt
Reading— Rail way Scene.Burdette
Minnie L Gove
I’m a Pilgrim—(Sacred) .Marstou
Lotus quartette
Mrs. Mayo accompanied the
both afternoon and evening.

soloists

Years of suffering relieved in a night. Itching plies yield at once to the curative properties of Doan’s Ointment. Never fails.
drug store, 50 cents.—Ad of.

At any

Bir<4i

Harbor.

The extra mail service for the
commenced June 1.

summer

Lindsey, of Calais, who is to
here, arrived Friday.
Lindsey, of Steuben, has been

Mrs. Phebe

spend

the

Wilson

summer

visiting his old home and friends here.
C.
June 17.
“The Doctors told me my cough was incurable. One Minute Cough Cure made me
Norris Silver, North Strata well man.”
ford, N.H. Because you’ve not found relief from a stubborn cough, don’t despair.
One Minute Cough Cure has cured thousands and it will cure you. Safe and sure.

Wiqqin & Moobe.

of over-worked and

Buck’s

Cotton,

Mr.

with W.

of

Fairfield,

is

has

in

boarding

F.

Harry Blaisdell, of Franklin, is
the guest of Miss Gertrude Bragdoii.
Dr. H. A. Holt, wife and infant daughter Agnes, of Monroe, are visiting Dr.
Holt’s mother, Mrs. Almena Holt.
Y.
June 17.

June 17.

W.

June 17.
Ashville.
A. G. Bunker is

having

with his hand with blood
G.

a

poisoning.

K, Hodgkins’ family,

town, Muss.,

me

‘•erioua time

of

Charles-

stopping at E. II. Hodg-

kins’.
E. H. Bunker had

a

shock

last

Friday

He is having
morning in his throat.
quite a serious time, but is somewhat improved.
B.
June 17.
Wlint

Onr

Girls Should Be.

we

while trying to rescue Miss Teresi
Doian, wiio ventured out aioue in a boat

Windowings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.

Frank L. Shaw has been

appointed

col-

lector of customs at MachiaH.

Jones,
patent

Lincoln, has been
for an apparatus for
granted a
sorting wood chips.
Edward Graff a in was found guilty at
Portland, Monday, of the murder of Clifford Mosher at Gorham, January 12.
N.

M.

Mrs.

of

Leroy T. Carleton, wife of Fish

and Game Commissioner Carleton, died
at Wiutbrop Saturday, aged forty-nine
years.
R.

Samuel
business

men

Bryan,
in

one

of

the oldest

Eastport, died suddenly

last Wednesday night, aged eighty-three
years. He was in business in Eastport
for more than sixty years. For thirty
years he was town clerk of Eastport and
was the first city clerk when the town
became a city.

by James H. Cutrecently purchased the
ler,
Bangor, Orono & Old Town railway, has
purchased the Bangor and Brewer bridge
The

train our girls aright? Our
grandmothers would emphatically declare
against our present system on the ground
that it made girls hoidenish and useless
for the parts they may subsequently be
called upon to play as wives and mothers.
But this is a point of view not entertained at all by the writer in a monthly contemporary, who propounds the theory
that the usual way of upbringing our
daughters is wholly wrong. There ought
to be no consideration of sex at all, we
are told, in the education and training
of children. Furthermore, we are assured that if only mothers and fathers and
would consistently train little
nurses
girls as if they were little boys we should
get a much *ner '•ace in the coming by
Do

i

ing,

Week’s

On©

Sub.

Friday

i

j

KITTKKY TO OAltlBOU.

Candage g-ive quite « pleasWednesday night.

J

Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

liltu-hill.

ant entertainment

Ori- !

“original package”
TEAS.

Mrs.

Mrs. B.'II.

“

Have you tried

North 1.HIUU1M*.

South

and

men

cup of Chase & Sanborn's

a

ginal Package" Tea.
it yet? If not, do!

gone to Scar-

boro, where she has employment for the
summer.

June 15.

fatigued

freshment, strength and renewed vigor

W. Tibbetts.

Mis. C. O. Blaisdell

thousands

are

who yet must snatch respite
from fret and worry.
They find re-

Fogg has moved t<$ Ellsworth.

Charles

j

women

B.

syndicate

headed

has

which

The new owners will at once
expend from $5,000 to $10,000 in strengthening the structure to make it safe for
trolley cars, which will be running over
it into Brewer in a few weeks.

$60,000.

for

Dr. R.

Martin, of Augusta, was
Belgrade Lakes Sunday even-

J.

drowned at

Mr. James Brown, of Putsraouth, Va
over 90 years of age, suffered for years with
a bad sore on his face.
Physicians could
not help him. DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve
him
cured
permanently. Wiggin &
Moore.

and

fell overboard.

tbe

accident

It

was

dark

wher

Dolan’i
heard from tbe .shor

happened.

calls for

Miss

help were
by Dr. Martin, who went out alone in
bout

other

his

boat

trying
Both

her.

to rescue

It

supposec
while he wa

overturned

was

an

is

to lift Miss Dolan from the water
bodies

Monda;

recovered

were

morning.
Eden.

visiting

Miss Helen Thomas is

friend

in Pittsfield.

Burleigh was called to Ver
by the death of his agei
His mother is gaining slowly.

Rev. Mr.

moot last week
father.

There will be

a

free clam bake in Edei

Following

park Tuesday, June 25.
bake there will be

til

dance in the hall.

a

T.

June 17.
HlUtthtll.

y'
L. Martin
Chas. Green arrived Saturday.
Miss Lillian

Kane,

F.

Beal,

Miss Proctor and Miss
been

V
who

am

hav

teaching in the academy, left Mon

day for their homes.
Bruz.

June 17.

A Fast
Will
or

Bicycle

Rider

often receive painful cuts, sprain

bruises

from

accidents.

Arnica Salve will kill

Bucklen

pain
cyclist’s

the

and het

frienc
the injury. It’s the
Cures chafing, chapped hands, sore lipi
burns, ulcers and piles. Cure guaranteed
Only 25c. Try it. Sold by Wiggin
Moore, druggists.

and by and make our future women
much happier and resourceful. We must
begin the new system from the cradle.
Ida must not be encouraged to exhibit
the maternal instinct by playing with
dolls if the paternal instinct is not to be
likewise fostered in Oswald. Ida must
not be kissed when she falls down; but,
on the contrary, she, like Oswald, must
be told to be brave and not cry. If she
wants to play at soldiers and climb trees,
by all means let her do so. She must
not, of course, expect Oswald to give in
to her.
She must not mind having her
hair pulled and her back pummelod by
*the boys, and presumably she is not to be
checked for using slang and spoiling
her clothes. If cows are encountered by
the wayside, she must not be allowed to
send the boys on first to “shoo” them
away, and never must it be hinted to her
that she belongs to the weaker sex. Be-

I

undone, as the case may be, we produce, so it seems, a being devoid of courage, self reliance, illogical in her reasoning power, deceitful uud a host of other
terrible things. After all this it is a relief to be told that nature will out, and
that even the model trained girl will
probably want to marry if she gets the
chance and curl her hair and wear corsets and talk nonsense to her baby. There
is balm in Gilead after all!—Philadelphia
left

Ledger.

at

West.

at

^'

June 17.

6 50
6 50
6 50
6 50
6 iKf

But, without time, there

hauling lumber for the

Otis.

ton—

Middlings, bag

Hides—per

yacht nearly

new

Gilbert, of New Bedford, Mass.,
Co-

Mrs.

10
04 §05
20
15

Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bt>—
4 50 §5 00
Straights,
St. Loulsroller,
Corn, bag

Hides
and

Sausage,

“

and other guests arrived Monday at
lin Redman’s at Harborside

20§25

4

came

Miss Abbio Wallace went home to Beverly, Mass., Friday after enjoying a visit
at Undereliff.

13
10

**

Blacksmith’s
Flour. Grain and Feed.
Prices In the wholesale market are vaclllatlng, but local prices are unchanged.

opportunities.

classmates, her appealing words to the
undergraduates for the maintaining of a
good standard iu the school, her appreciative words to the trustees for their care

GRADUATION

j

Haskell”,

chapel from Condon’s mill
Harbor.

Fuel.

prophets

which

D.

Ront«r.

W. C. Bates is

.10® >1
.11

speak of the white man's repose. He
needs it, surely. And now what can
sleep."
give it to him? You say
Yes, if there's time—and he can sleep,

Tuesday.
first offi-

Tuesday.

0. H. Blake has his
ready for sailing.

.14 §15

8alt
Lard,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 00 §5 00
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 §3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1004)25
Nut,

usual

“D

»atou

been

crew of the “Constitution”
home Friday night for a short
Visit, leaving Tuesday morning.

.10

15§25
Fresh Fish.
04 §05 Mackerel, lb
I03I4 Haddock,
25 Clams, qt
U
Lobsters, tb

Cod,
Halibut,
Flounders, doz

the .future of his

placed

positions

kind like

a

were

of the schooner

B

Inn

Eleven of the

.15 §18
.08 3.15

Rousts,

who

arrived

Lamb:

number, the record of

As the

classmates, who
and unusual

on

.08
.18
.103.12

TI 7TR. KIPLING has told you of the
JLVJL White Man's Burden. Let us

Capr. W S. Pickn

.04

Shoulder,
Bacon,

18

Steak,

com-

Marshall,

T.

i

fro

.20 South Hancock.
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
Mrs. Haley, of Saugerties, N. Y., is vis.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,tb 02H iting her sou Robert.
Oil—per gal—
Mrs. A. E. Wooster and son Carl ar.55 3.60
Linseed,
13 rived from East
Kerosene,
Lexington, Mass., lat-tt
Astral oil,
1^
evening.

Veal:

he wandered to

hermit

a

Greek,and Mr. Harden not

Hark! The

Didn’t Marry for Money.
The Boston man, who lately married a
sickly rich young woman, is happy now,
for he got Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
which restored her to perfect health. Infallible for jaundice, biliousness, malaria,
fever and ague and all liver and stomach
troubles. Gentle but effective. Only 25c
at Wiggin & Moore’s drug store.

in

seven

lives.

a

flowers

much

busied himself in

of

joyably,

Tongues,
Tripe,

prophecy,

In his class

course.

seven

and

business

new

to which be engaged himself some
mouths ago in another town he has, by
communication with the teachers of the

“Bobbie Shaftoe” very prettily and thrillingly, and it was a pleasure to listen

McIntyre,

partici-

cares

was

manner

and

pate in the graduation exercises, and it is

where he met

JLllIa

of their indebted-

reminded her listeners

for

from

arrived borne

n ho

F

home

Bice, per lb
.06§.08
Pickles, per gal .40 §.60
Olives, boitle
.25§.75
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure elder,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.05

Oatmeal, per lb

W. S. Gre

arrived home

cer

Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
125
11313 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12313 Clapboards—per M—
12 316
Extra spruce,
21 §26
Spruce,
16 §20
Spruce lloor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17§1C
12 §15 Clear pine,
Pine,
35«j60
15 320
Extra pine,
Matched pine,
3536O
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2
35
tb
.04
Nails, per
clear,
§.06
"
1 85 Cement, per cask 1 50
2d clear,
'*
1 65 Lime, per cask
95
extra o-e,
125 Brick, per M
7§11
No..,
'•
.75 White lead, pr tb .05 §.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Pork takes another advance.
Pork, lb.
Beef, lb
14
.153.30
Chop,
Steak,
.(8
.12 3.25
Pigs* feet,
Roasts,
Ham, per tb
Corned,
.O83.IO
I63.I8

the scholar and

the labors of

which

sessed

note each

of

-en

ering

Cape

Cottee—per lb
Rio,
.163.25
.40
Mocha,
.37
Java,
lb—
Tea—per
.45 3-65
Japau,
.30§65
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
.06^
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .06 <
.06
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Ilavuna,
.50
Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,

Hinck-

praise.

received the tribute of

a cave

to

“American

ley did justice both to the theme and his
owu ability to present it with force and
eloquence. The immortal Lincoln, brave

Wescott

awarded to Eleanor

was

of

Century” Guy

Heroes of the 19th

E. Allen G

Mrs.

rruir.

the class of 1901 with sympathetic interest and an intermingling of

Wednesday

Marblehead TueaUtiy.
Theodore Scott and Mrs. Charles Small
arrived home from Boston Thursday.

Berries have varied greatly during the past
week, and price has ranged from 12 to 18 cents.
.35 3.45
Strawuerrles,
12§18 Oranges, doz
25 §30
Lemons, doz
Groceries.

of

course

who gave with excellent effect the “Ride
of Lily Servosse.”
Lizzie Hinckley rendered the story of

prize

memories,

tender in

good humored in raillery, the audience
followed the record of the four years’

ness

Music..Mrs

prize

methods

history by Miss Billings should
have been heard to be fully appreciated.

Myrtle Piper
The Two Roads. Richter
Ivan Thom
Ride of Idly Servosse.Tourgee
Eleanor Weseott
Music. Miss Lilia McIntyre
That Awful Ghost. Russ
Fred Hardin
Bobble Shaftoe. Greene
Lizzie Hinckley
The Debating Society.
Hall

the first

and

The class

Music.Miss Jennie Grlndle
Aunt Mclissy on Boys.Anon
Carol Hooper
Carmilllan.Lonirfcllow

in

motives

which characterized the efforts.

Music...Miss Georgia Holt
Prayer...Rev K L Olds

say there was
of the judges

the

Mrs

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.14 £15
Baled.20
Straw.
Loose.
8 §10
Baled.
14
Vegetables.
New turnips, bunch 10 Beets, bunch
10
HO String beans, qt
Green peas, pk
12
New potatoes, pk
Hi)
New cabbage,
.04
25 Tomatoes, lb
12
Potatoes, pk
New onions,
04 Rhubarb, lt>
03
Bermuda onions, tt> eB Beets, lb
.02
05 Turnips, to
.01
Radishes,
ID Carrots, to
Lettuce,
.01>£
25 Beans-perqt—
Celery, bunch
25
12
Spinach, pk
Imp Yellow
10
Cucumbers,
05£06
Pea,
15
Aspurugus, bunch

ours

success, proving that many times what is
considered success is more truly failure

senior, junior, sopho-

Tbe following programme
carried out successfully:!

of

whine in history or song save
by the reflected glory of the forefathers.
Mr. Treworgy very ably and clearly set
forth the elements which constitute true

par-

sented.

those foremothers

who seldom

and without was symbolical of fresh youug life, aud seemed in
sympathy with its hopes and aspirations.
was

extended to the audience that

lulr

*«**'•

Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Wasgatt left Monday
Poriiauo.

Eggs.
There has been no further change In price
of eggs since last week.
Fresh laid, per doz.
18
Poultry.
35
Spring chickens.
Fowl.*.16

pleascourteously and

so

afibtttigemtnta.

other payee

see

for

Best factory (new) per lb.16® 18
Best dairy (new).
16
Dutch (Imported).90
Ncufchatel.05

in

and

The contest

was

County ATews

(’apt. Frank Kelsey lefi
Boston.

Cheese.

Miss Stover’s cordial and

welcome

gracefully

exercises.

The

omitted.
ant

the
evening
prize
exhibition
took place
at
tbe
hall.
It was a perfect June evening, and a large
audience gathered to listen to the inter-

I

MKASCHKS

rounds;

Scholar’s Service.Carrie M Grlndle
Class prophecy.William 11 Harden
Violin solo....
.Miss Pearson
Valedictory—What’s in a Name?
Eva B Snowman
Bass solo—The Deep Blue Sea_W P Atwood
Address to class and presentation of
diplomas,.Rev E Bean
Music.
..Lotus quartette
Benediction.Rev C G Harwood

Monday

AND

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and n bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a huahei of potatoe*,
in good order and flt for shipping, la 60 pou -s;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
good order ami tit for shipping, is 62 poundsOf wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
mllan meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of hurley ami buckwheat, 4M pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
Farmers can easily reckon from
at Ellsworth.
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.
Butter.
remains
Butter
away down in price and
away up In quantity.
Crcuinory per to.28
Dairy .18 £2o

A

exercises of the week began Sun-

WSIOHTS

VAINB LAW BKOARDINQ

Music......Lotus quartette

president; Arthur Treworgy, vice-president; Eva B. Snowman, secretary and
treasurer; committee of arrangements—
Guy H. Hinckley, chairman; -Tittle E.
Stover, Carrie M. Qrindle, Miss 8. Irene
Billings complete the class.

PRIZE EXHIBITION.

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

A

Til lie EStover
Success ......Arthur Treworgy
Instrumental music.Miss Alice Mayo
Class history.8 Irene Billings
American Heroes of the Nineteenth Century,
Guy II Hinckley

Bluehill, June 14 (special)—This was
commencement week at
Bluebill-Ueorge
Stevens academy.

On

MARKETS.

Wrdnksdat, .Tune 19, 1901.

Prayer.Rev C G Harwood
Music—Rock of Ages.Lotus quartette
■Salutatory—Our Pilgrim Foremothers,

EKCI8E8—GRADUATION CONCERT—

The

members

of trustees, the school
superintendent, the academy instructors
and two or three invited guests.
The order of exercises was as follows:

EXHIBITION—GRADUATION EX-

8UCCE88

seated

executive board

BY PUPILS OP THE ACADEMY.
PRIZE

——

already

were

H Good
j

Girin In the Public School*.
For a century and a half after the public schools were established in America
girls were not admitted to them at all.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century they were allowed to attend from
April to October, the months when only
the little boys were in attendance and a
cheaper and a less competent teacher
was

I

IN AT THB

FINISH!

That’s the true test of merit. Others may
have started well, but have fallen by the wayside.
Minard’s Iyiniment always has been, is, and
always will be the best remedy for every Lameness, Sore, Ache and Pain that flesh is heir to.

Barge Bottles
Stores.

Thing-Rub

and $1.00 at
Sample Bottle Free.

25 cents

MINARD’S BINIMRNT MFG.

It In,

Druggists, Grocers and General
A

Postal Brings It.

COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.

employed.

After the girls were given this extraordinary privilege of education the “fathers” of the various towns began concerning themselves with the amount of
learning that the girls might properly acquire. On the records of one old New
England town is actually entered this bit
of report from the annual town “school
meeting:” “It is the sense of the meeting
that girls should uot be taught the back
part of the arithmetic.”—Sally Joy White
in Woman’s Home Companion.

The best way to prepare pineapple for
the table is to shred it with a silver fork.
First peel the fruit and remove the eyes.
Then begin at the top and pick it apart.
Cover it with powdered sugar and stand
it on the ice forvtwo or three hours before

serving.

*
_

Debility and digestive disturbances
often come from dirty kitchen cupboards
and pantries. Dirt in our working departments is responsible for th# bad flavor and unappetizing food of so many
cooks.—Mrs. Ellen H. Bicharda*

The Ellsworth

American—only COUNTY Paper.

'SbbrrtiBrmnU*.
COUNTY GOSSIP.

iBUJorth^Vmtrican.
▲ LOCAJ
I VERT

Bucksport

is

Old

an

talking up

Home

THE WALTER L. MAIN.

county town* are planJuly celebrations.

Several Hancock
ning for Fourth of

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINZ,
Hancock

BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING GO.
F. W. ftoLLtv«, Editor and
•nbaerfi»tion
tlx month*,

pavi *irW;lly

tbe

entertain
of

commissioners

county

Manager.

will

county

ALL

next

Maine

In Eltatttce.

month.

Price—$t.*m a year; 11/JO for
M cent* for three month*; If
in adraaoe, f3 JO, 7* and 3S cent*
All «rr~arager -re reckoned at

That was a peculiarly sad
Bucksport {Saturday when a

rasper: ive'-y.
.he rate of t per year.
AdvenUffix Hate*— Are reasonable, and will
be made kaoara on application

was

drowned

The

village

accident at

morning

the

on

ding day.

Bwdne«*coiaiBnEBleatf0U«boBld beaddreeeed
«a, and all money order* made payable to, The
Haboock <x>cbtt 1'cbuuu 1*0 Co., Eli*worth. Maine.

"

MRN. WOMEN ill HUKSliS.

young man
of bis wed-

..
_

WILL EXHIBIT AT

issued, shows what can be done when
of one mind, and that for the public
good, pull together.

1901

JUNE
Fr.

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th.

T

3J

_9_;lo

•
Fq]1

14115

Tbe test

J25,26

"I | j

30;

turning to tbe
barb, you mean!”

27 28 29

fishing law in

]

last

|

Rideout

week

Edward

J. Hunt and M. H.
guilty of violating

relating to Green Lake allows fishing
MOON S PHASES.
| through tbe ice on certain days. Tbe
New
8:32 case bangs on tbe construction of tbe law
a
AW j
A a. ru.
10 am as to what constitutes fishing through
^Mocn
!
Fir*t
q 5:00
qq 3'6i ; tbe ice. Messrs. Hunt and Rideout
ap*
u p. mSJQnarter ZO p. in.
pealed from tbe decision of tbe lower
law

•,

UMbOD
Third

V Quarter

Tie Ararat Marvel of too 20tn Century.
i

|

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1901.

President

McKinley recently

had

a

long conference with Minister Conger
—the first he has had Bince Mr. Conger’s return from China—on Chinese
affairs, which Mr. Conger thinks will
now steadily improve.
He expects to
start on his return to China next
month.
He predicts that American
commerce with China will greatly in.

“CITY

j

j

OF

p'int

ROCKLAND.”

the

(he Handsome New Steamer In Bangor To-day.
On page seven of this week’s issue may

|

first told

be

went ori

••Agricola”, Capt.
cabin and went
afterward.
board.

Capt.

on

The

It

Later it

look

He

deck.

supposed
became

was

not

seen

be fell

over-

rumored

that

fora
of money which be carried.

Bickford

while

there

has

at home of Mrs. 8. D.

equal,

hrough the

|

lot

n

But

fence,
they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeals

to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser

be found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
know."
can

Tbe landscape
grounds into a

Tbe Boston & Maine railroad iB

of

1ware

making

The rates

and.

tbe

are

lowest—the

J

outes most numerous—line tbe most di*
ect and its trains

equipped

est

The
be

of any

from

question

inches.

A

re-

sature,

voice

jah.

E

io the

“Are you an
the answer.

came

Ointments

Catarrh

for

that

&

damage they will do 1* ten fob! to the good you
possibly derive from them. Hull’s Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney A Co,
Toledo, «>., contains no mercury, and Is taken
internally, a<-tlng directly u|K>n the blood and
mocou* surfaces of the
system. In buying
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine.
It is taken Internally, an-l made In Toledo, Ohio,
by F .1. Cheney A Co. Testimonial- free.
Mold by Druggist*, price Tftc. |»er bottle.
Hall’s Family Pill- are the best
can

the

floor

f“l j-l

on

basement—
until

recently occupied by
County
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Redman,
same building.

upon application, send you a PanAmerican folder, which is replete in in-

agent, in

HARVELOUS JUHP1NG

A

be articles

are

put

removed

be

in the

before

A.

The

washtub.

FREE OPEN* AIR EXHIBITION on the Grounds at 11 a. m. and 6 30.
p. m., by
l*1® World’s most Daring Diver, the Girl with the Auburn Hair.
ALL TENTS
WATERPROOF, so don’t renisiu away on account of rain.

Tickets

sale at WIGGIN & MOORE’S
Day, Commencing at 9

on

stain 1b treated tbe more readily
yield to the treatment.
Pour boiling water through fruit stains;
will

obstinate soak in

men

cid.

Wash

a

solution of oxalic

stains

from

blood

juice,

meat

3

miles

then

they

should

/ith boiling water; if obstinate, with a
eak solution ut oxalic acid.—Ladies'
lorne Journal.

[
a.

f

J
*

J
I

*

\
t

To put the brake on the wagon going down
htli is a help to the horse, when the wagon
But what driver would
heavily loaded.
dnk of applying the brake to a loaded wagon
oing uphill? If he did, his sensible horses
ould probtbly balk. Many a man Is In the
md Ition of pulling a 'ond up hill with the
rake set against h m.
When his stomach is
ut of order, and the allied organs of digestion
ml nutrition impaired iu their function.-, a
rlctlon Is set up which lias to l>e overcome In
'billion to tlm performance of dally dudes. A
juI stomsen makes a foggy brain, and the man
rlth a dl-ordered stomach has oilen to gtope
I* way through the day's businesslike a man
He forgets appointments.
a fog.
Problems
i?em presented to his mind “wrong end to”,
‘nls condition Is entirely remedied by the use
f Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
D
u*.» the stomach and digestive ami nutritive
ystemlnto a condltiou of perfect health, and
Ives a clear brain, a steady hand am! a light
lep for the day’s duties. When coustioatlon
logs the channels of the body. Dr. Pleree’s
feasant Pellets will work an effectual cure of
mt disastrous disease.

P

Leave Portland at 8-30 a. ra. Wednesday, June 19 and July 3, arrive
Buffalo 10.25 next day. All expenses
paid. Through sleepers via White
Mountains ana Montreal.
Meals en
route.
Personally conducted, seven

A
jyY

*^

|
1

tour to Europe, 40
All expenses paid.

poration.

I

particulars
F*.

EZ.

Gen’I. Pass.

on

BY,

Agent, Maine Central R. R.
Portland, Me.

ELLSWORTH.

NEW STABLE.

r ^CARRIAGES ZS [
I am

I have

opened

Franklin
the

day,

a new

stable

on

Horses fed by

street.

week

offering Special Low Bates
Carriages and Jiggers to redime my large stock. I have the
Kief dry goods cart at a
very low L
price.
Buyers will find it to [,
their advantage to
get my prices
before purchasing.

on

month at

or

prices.

erate

mod-;

1

Horses left in my

will receive careful attention.

Sub-

E. L.

DODGE,
ha

Ellsworth.

Useful

hail

up.

X also have

at

Ireful,

the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Tomato,
Cabbage,
Celery,

PLANTS.

Pansies,
Asters,
Vcrblnas,

Marigolds,
Hollyhocks etc.

Lettuce.

E. J. DAVIS,
Street,

the

more ho."

Both Bedding Plants for your
garden, and
Phosphate which will make them grow, can be

“Gurney”, all sizes—$13

No. 1 Franklin

ha

TELEPHONE

I have a fine line of coverings that
will convert old furniture Into new
at small cost.

Room Mouldings.

I

make old hair

at

Custom
Before

Tailoring.

placing your order for a summer

suit, call and Inspect the line line of
moderate

mattresses as

W.

w

«r

V

-w

—ay

SLtgal Xoticrss.
ok

SHKKirCS KALE.
Maine, Hancock ah.

T^SSuUon

hefted V 2

o?Tp%bVudn *r»ihV”Vbe,\“d

Mpa?t,;xrioJ,oKv,“”‘s‘hB'S2

a”public
SoSuiS'Sfthi £“*4"*"
E. liray, in
Br«k„tuih!i“>.u*' °* “M John
eighth day if Julye, bdlgl?ar blddtr' ""/be
clock
in the afternoon
and alTtha* rSlhtW«S de’cJibed real
and
which the
*/?**
th.

tt*

f«n

estate

said inhn

two

1

t?

.ameVr h»?on^hb%Ei^tr“/b« ia

©

interest
and to the

SR*aftentooo*«"
the
auached oL
meVrit ,n?^Wh!.n

taimitea
“mt ■«

CONNECTION.

prices.
good

as new.

WOOLENS at

J. A.

JORDAN,

FRENCH’S

Tailoring Booms,

Xo. 1 Franklin Street,

Special attention given
Ellsworth. Pressing and Repairing.

*fn*a

“B"; thence
nine (39) rods

led?e thirty«ff.r direction
harTh/ ,,rcutl'*
.‘a ,e “ri,ulld 'be
beginJ
9'
more or le8scertaTf.
of land
h,l, °i Rarcel
** lolto":

westeriw
y
to th*.
bor to a
spoued tree
Hhores of .aid harbor Li
rang, containing three Mm
Alao another
*K9*
aituated in Brookaville

mftrked

ar

,Jott^i-eae.d
«n,biifb.lreeoulbeeaat
00
Mriii thc?9e
bl* ,tone
Waahiogton How»?,l|^ka
westerly direction to 7he* Lu“rU “W” ln a
water to a
•potted fir tree in
Beginning at

aide

of

a

Miller Cove
HU it

direction
northerly
below

th,

tainlng ten

»

il.9"

*>*-

acre.

Allard

Holmes Block,
L.

T

*

Ellsworth.

FURNITURE COVERINGS.

Many styles

»

____

State

Street,

•‘The Beautiful is

perhaps

REFRIGERATORS.

S. L. I.OKI).

«
-,
T

T ranklin

A new line just received.
stantial, medium goods.

[

"

care

~

COUCHES

application to

BOOTH

WESCOTT,

—--___!_

tttJbutiafmrnta.

to order.
screen doors.

days,

trial and

,,

CARD OF THANKS.
DESIRE hereby to express my appreciation and gratitude for tbe kindness
shown by my townsmen and friends for the
assistance rendered and sympathy expressed
during the months of care and anxiety just
past, and in my recent affliction—the death of
Charles B. Wood.
my wife.
Burry, Me.

UNDERTAKING.
Full

Desert

Third. To transact such other business as
may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Hamob, Clerk.
West Eden, June 17,1901.

BUFFALO.

September

245.

Mount

made

Individual tours every day. All
arrangements made for board, etc.,
in advance.
Any price you want to
pay.

Give it a

hereby notified

year.
Second. To change or amend Article seven
of the By Laws of said
corporation, as to the
manner of
notifying, and place of holding,
the annual and other meetings of the cor-

Everything first-class, $55.
TO

are

annual meeting will he held at the
dwelling house of the heirs of William
Thompson, in Trenton, on the second Monday
of July next, at two o’clock p. m. for the following purposes, viz
First. To choose officers for the ensuing

TOURS.

days.

STRATTON &
nAIN ST.,

II

R. R. Window Screens

MAINE CENTRAL

"-in ke<,P <Hes from cattle ami horses.
you will never be without it.

Lin»cou’s.

Ellsworth.

THE
Brluge Corporation,
that their

The

T
°

IN

Gbokgb

yVWVW^VW

NOTICK.
proprietors of the

aStoctUarmnits.

A

to

jqjrual Notices.

be

/ashed with soap and cold water.
Tea,
offee or cocoa stains should be removed

Apply

cases.

.-

rubbed with lard and allowed to stand

minutes,

from

use

soak in cold
yrup stains
/ash with soap Hud cola water. Tar,
/heel grease or machine oil stains should

t

IS THE PLACE TO BUT

*BOY8 AND GIRLS

sugar or
water aud

few

Show

on

HERR

to pick strawberEase
2fT
•_# ries for Brad Bridge* in WeMt Hancock, Cow
farm between Wm. and Lorenzo

/bite of egg in cold water.
Iu the case of milk, cream,

e

and two show
Parches.

'v-v^WW\/V‘^'v' «V

vaseline stains

in alcohol;
aint, iu turpentine or alcohol; varnish,
ii alcohol; glass or other green vegetable
tains, in alcohol, kerosene, or molasses;
or

Drug Store
a. m.

TT^NGINE—A 7*2 Horae Power gasolene eniii
gine. Can be seen running in my shop
daily. Isaac L. Hodgkins. Ellsworth Me.

ooner a
:

Pageant.

SAFES^ AND^SHOW^CASES—Three^safe8 Haying Tools, Scythes, Snaths, Forks, etc.
A Good TWO-Bowed Rake, 15c.
fHmtrt.
Bug Death, Paris Green, 20c. lb.

How to Remove Stains.
should

Free Street

Magnificent

Gilt Erah!«zoned Tableaux Cars. Open Animal Dens. Female Charioteer*. Costly Conturned Knights, and our Challenge Military Binds of Talented Soloists.

JFot £ak.

All stains

HORSES.

A monster imnofme-it conception designed to please the critical n»s**f* of modern
An entimes. Au enterprise lolly in keeping with th»«-un-to-the minute period.
tirely new organization whose aim is to furnish a dean and wholesome entertainment, and one that will appeal to the brightest minds.

armation of service aud is yours for tbe

Bking.

HARETTE

Direct from Europe, Introducing her

Grand Orchestra Concert 1 Hour Before Kuril Performance.
and

in Masonic block
State street,
STORE—Rooms—first
the Hancock

rill,

MADAHE

rtpp

Colt7.

Boston.

passenger department of
Maine reiiroad, Boston,

general

Boston

without

us

in Ladies’ Home Journal.

was

itnmence

L*g*?'’ “yes,”

very inducement possible for tbe benefit
f tbe tourist to Buffalo from New Eng*

pig
yourself.” “Why?” inquired the
little savage. “Because we’re going to
have that new minister for lunch.”

there comes days when our hearts are
becauae we were not so sweet and
loving as we might have bpen, and God
a'one can help us when this realization
comes too late.—Maragret E.
Sangster,

Crosser

before but

“Are you a good angel, Lige?”
‘‘Yes.”
Toe ques»rio»»er paused, evidently having
xh"usteri his fund of questions, and
then suddenly inquired “What do you
measure from tip to tip, Lige?”

exposition is Niagara Falls, which is j
ruly one of tbe rnarvds of tbe world.

of

heavy

Elijah

Elijah

for.

was

of

spirit

the

dnrkuef-fl said he

be

“Now, Senegambo,” said the cannibal
mother to her youngest, “I want you to
be on your good behavior and not make a

A girl cannot too sedulously guard her
much;
mother, nor too gently bear with her, if
And especially In winter, when the snow Is on i mother has reached a period where she
is more easily wearied than fomerly, and
the ground,
To some of
l wonder where your posters and your dodgers where little things vex her.

five

in

spiritualistic meeting

called

wa*

six feet

eresting,

—

your ads. upon the

other*.

had died many years
membered
for
his

paradise. The exhibits are a chos
and far superior iu comparison are

__

aim

recent

icbita, Kan.,

Grosser

color decorations

has devolved the

a

manv

Contain Mereary
bey to those of all other expositions.
Buffalo as a city is a most delightful s* mercury will surely destroy the sense of
; smell and completely derange the whole system
i'ace, and excursions can be made iu wh-u entering it through the mucous surfaces.
very direction to localities intensely in* | Much article* should never be used except on
prescriptions from reputable physlclai-s, as the
but tbe greatest attraction save

—

posters

the

tbe effects obtained

marvellous

HUI, of Boston.

ter feet

—

“You talk about

aud

simply astounding-

re

pork

Wiggin.

—

of

creative

pithout

are

settled itself, and was
Sunday, June 23 Morning service at
done so even quicker than was antic- 10.30. 8t. John’s
day sermon to Masons.
Governor
Allen
is
satisfied
ipated.
Sunday school at 11.45.
that the present system of insular
UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. 0. II. He/Jlon, pastor.
taxation produces sufficient revenue
Thursday evening, at 7 45, church prayer
for Porto Rico’s needs, and that consequently the island maintains itself meeting.
Sunday, June 23—Morning service, with
without the use of customs duties on
sermon by the pastor, at 13 30.
Sunday
trade with the United States. He will
school at 11.45. Evening service at 7.45.
call the Porto Rican assembly in extra
BAPTIST.
session to pass a resolution to this
Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
to
section
three
of
effect, according
Friday eveul.ig, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
the Foraker law. The call will probSunday, June 23
Morning service at
ably be issued this week. The ses- 10.30. Sermon by lb« pastor. Subject.:
What
It
In.”
“Heaven;
Sunday school at
sion will be held July 4.
12 m. Children’s Day service at 4 p. m.
C. E. and ©veniug service omitted.
Senator Allison, who has been one
All welcome.
of the leaders of the republican party
FUEK BAPTIST.
Rev. 8. A. Thurlow, pastor.
longer than any man now in public
Weekly prayer meeting Thursday, 7.30
life, always has an attentive audience
when he talks.
Asked who would be p. m.
Sunday, June 23—Sunday school, 3 p.m.
the republican candidate for PresiC. E. meeting, 6.30 p. m ; Mrs. Ella Dunn,
he
said:
“It
would
take
a
wiser
dent,
leader. Evangelistic service, 7 p. m.
man than Solomon to predict what
out-of-town services.
would happen in the
next
three
East Lamoink— Service Sunday at 7
years, and upon the things that will p. in. Sermon by ltev. A. H. Coar, of
happen will largely, if not entirely, Ellsworth Unitarian church.
North
Ellsworth (Congregational
depend the action of the convention.”
Asked whether he would accept the chapel)—Sunday, June 23, at 2 30 p. m.,
service conducted by Kev. G. H. Hellion.
nomination, he replied:
“No, I
Trenton
Preaching by liev. J. P.
would be seventy-five when the conof the Methodist church, at
I will stand aside and Simonton,
vention met.
2.30 p. m.
see the younger men struggle for the
Free Baptist, Sunday, June 23-Dolhonor. It is a great honor, and it will lardtown—Sermon, 10 30 a. m. Mariaville
be a great man who can equal the —Sermon, 10 30 a. m.; evangelistic serwonderful record which
President vice, 7 30 p. m. Waltham
Sermon, 2
p. m.
McKinley has made.”

expectations

tbe

geniu» apparent in the
rchitecture of the many buildings i*
The

!

Root says there will be no many suspicious circumstance*, there is
immediate reduction in the number of not sufficient evidence to warrant any
arrests.
soldiers in Cuba, as the military authe
over
island
will
continue
State Teachers’ Examination.
thority
The annual examination of teachers for
until the Cuban government is established, and that will require time; how State certificates will be held this year on 1
much, will depend upon the Cabans Friday, Aug. 23. Ellsworth doubtless
will be one of the places at which the ex- !
themselves. There is nothing for this
smination will be held.
to
do
but
to
wait
until
government
The subjects in which candidates will;
the Cabans are prepared
to take be examined are
reading, writing, spellcharge.
ing, arithmetic, geography,
English
grammar, United States history, physiSpeaking of the acceptance of the ology and hygiene, elementary science or
Platt amendment, without conditions, nature studies, civil government, theory
by the Cubans, Senator Allison said and practice of teaching, and school law.
recently: “It is satisfactory, not only
Seaside Local Union.
for us but also for the Cubans.
The
Seaside local union of Christian EnPlatt amendment, adopted though it
deavor will meet at the Baptist church,
was in the hurry and rush of the closEast Btuehill, on Friday, June 28. A full
hours
of
was
drawn
with
Congress,
ing
attendance is desired.
skill
and
remarkable
wisdom.
The
whole document could not be imC11UBCH NOTES.
proved upon. In course of time the
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Cabans will undoubtedly have a govRev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
ernment worthy of the name, but, in
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
my opinion, they will continue to rely
Sunday, June 23—Morning service at j
They will 10.30. Sunday scnooi at 1143.
upon the United States.
Junior;
have to do so.”
league at 3. Evening service omitted.
Tuesday evening at 7.30, class meeting.
UNITARIAN.
The question of revenue taxation in
Rev. A. H. Coar% pastor.
Porto Rico, which created such a
Friday evening, at 7.30, teachers7
furore when the Foraker bill was

meeting

Ai
W

displays provided.

entive

j

had been murdered

says that

folly

likeness of

excellent

large and distinguished company will
be present at the reception to be given on
board the boat tbia evening. It will include many from Boston, officials of the
company and their friends, railroad men
from Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. and

nanagers, while the great public is more
ban pleased with the artistic and in*

Secretary

passed,

_

great Pan-American exposition ha*

eallzed

j

Capt. Bickford left the

on

is

Laroson,to

an

A

Pan-American Hint.

the

one

Charles

charts.

over some

that

of the crew,
board the Ellsworth schooner

large sum
Mr. Baker

crease.

was

herewith

president aud general manager of the

company. William H.

* ►e found a sketch of the new steamer
Capt. Bickford Murdered?
1
Harbor, June 12 (special)— ! ‘City of Kockland’% the latest addition
the Boston & Bangor
Mr. Baker, who went to New Haven, 1 o the fleet of
teamship Co.
Conn., last w^ek to investigate the death
Through the courte*y of the Bangor
of Capt. Alexander 8. Bickford, of this
Sew*. The American is enabled to
place, returned Tuesday with the body.
Jm ~>aily
The story of the drowning of Capt.
as

OO.

1

Winter

Bickford

8

GENERAL MANAGER BOSTON A BANGOR 8

court.

evening of May 31, with

tal-

WILLIAM H. HILL, OF BOSTON.

I
j

Was

Ex-Governor H. S. Pingree, of
Michigan, one of the most picturesque
political figures of the central West,
died in London yesterday.

N0VELT1ES. ANIMALS. THOROWHBREDHORSBSRECOONIZEU
Now Before the puhlie.
F.NTED ARTISTS than mn> Aggregation

_

MOKb

H

found

were

J

re-

lation to Green Lake will go to the higher
court. In tbe Bangor municipal court

! the law by fishing from a boat before tbe
ice was clear from tbe entire lake. Tbe

1

j

S-——_

of tbe

cases

A.
The Wonderful Riding Poney, “CANANDAIOl
the BI.OODV SIXTH.
The Gailsnt HOUGH RIDERS of
of EDUCATED EtJUINES
The Largest end Moet Imposing Exhiblllon
the Bewitching Female Zouave,
The Bewildering Military Mat.ourer.of
And the Countless Other Meritorious Features.

3

J

J
1

man

2 and « P. M.
of tho Manager!..

nt

In.p.ction

for the

Honr Earlier

One

Open

H

“Bub; bub; bub.”
he said, “Rhu-

himself several times.
Then

18 19 20 21 22

23 J 24

Door.

GROUNDS.

PERFORMANCES DAILY

TWO

care, bub.” This was a new word for tbe
little fellow, and be repeated tbe word to

6_ _7. JL

n 12 13

16j~17

*r

5

1

wa»

JUNE 28.

on

FAIR

THE

lot on

Surry boy about two years of
standing near a man who was
using an axe. Fearing tbe little fellow
might get too near tbe man said, “Take

Sa.

I
4

ELLSWORTH,

A little

age

$3.000 00 DAILY.

ACTUAL EXPENSE,

report of tbe Northeast Harbor
improvement society, recently

men

1901

Show to Visit .Maine This Year.

Only

The

Week celebration.

AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
mumv
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Main St.
to

1

Caatlne, May 2J,

1901.

Staples,

Deputy

Sheriff.

Cleaning,
Subscribe for The
American.

Baptist Council at Manset.
The Manset Baptist church has invited
the pastor and two delegates from each of
the Baptist churches of the Hancock association
to
sit In
council with it
Wednesday, June 26, to consider the advisability of ordaining its pastor, Mr.
Clarence Emery. There will be public
services afternoon and evening.

SCHOOLS CLOSE.

7

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.

ALSO

HAVE

INTERESTING

ffipln
p of

liberal offer of

our

FREE CAR FARE TO BANCOR

'fSphave

Induced ua to continue the same for
month.
K The l>eat aet of teeth for only $7, teeth exfree and free car fare to Bangor. Don't
%Jct thla opportunity pass by, but go with the

^Another

jflferacted
sprowd

The White Dental Rooms,
BANGOR, ne.
Dr. SEVAT, Mgr.
Telephone SSI 11.

6

5tate St.

i

if

was as

account of Illness of the

the exercises in the lower

West.Arno P Laffln
Vocal solo.Sadie G Eaton
The Lark and the Farmer.Annie Powers
Miss Doyle
Piano solo...
The Last Voyage.John K Eaton
Goodwin
Louise
Piano solo.Ruth

teacher,

grades,

but

took seats

on

stage. The class was followed by the
undergraduates, who took seats iu front.
Herbert staples was marshal (or the
graduates, and Miss Mamie Davis for
the

tbe uuder

glasses.
On the stage were Supt. Stuart, B. B.
Whitcomb, Chester A. Maddocks, principal, and Miss Ethel Jeilison, assistant of
the grammar school, Misses Annie M.
Davis and Kate E. Liffi'i, of the intermediate and primary schools. Prayer was
offered by Rev. J. P. Simouton. The
programme

was as

Charge of the Heavy Brigade—Valedictory.Helen BBellatty

Singing.School

Address to the class.VV H Dresser
Presentation of diplomas,
Superintendent of schools
Ail the

The graduating class of the Ellsworth
Falls grammar school held Us exercises
There
in the church on Friday evening.
was a
being
large attendance, many
Wilson’s orchestra of
obliged to stand.
six pieces furnished the music, to which
the class marched in and

Great

j Nottinan.Hugh Campbell
j Singing.Girls of sixth grade
The

follows:

parts

well

were

The

taken.

teachers of this school have every reason
to be proud of this class, which so truly

reflects the excellent work of the teachers
during the year.
EAST

SIDE.

The largest class of grammar graduates
was from the east side, or School street
school. There were twenty-flve In the
class.
at

exercises

The

this

school

took

place Monday afternoon, following
school

very prettily
plants, cut flowers and

decorated

room was

potted

the
The

west side school.

exercises at the
with

the

colors, yellow and white. The excellent class motto, “Be not simply good;
be good for something,” was conspicuous.
class

The programme
•MUSIC,

was as

follows:

Margaret Dresser

Prayer,

Salutatory—The Rising of Vendee,
Nellie A Grace
Essay—Poet of Freedom.Herbert Staples
Essay— Morlturl Salutamus.Ina Jordan
Essay. .Owen Treworgy
Music
Class history.Isabel Flood

The decorations for tbe evening were in
and white, the class colors, and
The class
were very tastefully arranged.

green

Feeling

popular. There are three classes—
one |pr boys and girls between the
ages
of seven and twelve years, one for boys

loins.
Nervousness, unrefreshing sleep, despondency.
It is time you were doing something.
The kidneys were anciently called the
reins—in your case they are holding the
reins and driving you into serious,trouble.

from twelve to

fifteen,

class

ladies
and
enrolled in the

for

and

an

advanced

young

fifty

are

Rev J P Slmonton
Music.Frances Jordan

Salutatory,

(o)

limitations of Youth.Field
Arthur Studer
The Inventor’s Wife.Anon
Jessie MacKenzie
April 19, ’61. Larcom
Milton Beckwith
Anon
A Modest Wit.
Lucie Smith
Flight of Time.Stoddard
Lewis McCartney
M uslc,
Miss Parsons
An Incident of French Camp.Browning
Albert Allen

(6)

Ail

the

classes

women.

various

meet

Hood's

daily at the
School street grammar school, the use of
which has been given by the mayor and
school board.
EhcIi class has an hour
for field work, and instruction in the
school-room.
9 to 10

10 to 11, and adfrom 11 to 12.
Each afterBraun
Prof.
gives a free
lecture to the public at the school.
his
of
a
month
During
stay
here, Prof.
Braun will make a catalogue of the insects of Ellsworth.
vanced class

from 4 to 5

noon

Prof. Braun has

collection

a

principal silk-spinning
world

in

worms

window

the

of

the

of

the

Wiggin

of

&

Moore’s drug store this week. There are
fifty species iu the collection, illustrating
the life history of each kiud—the eggs,
the larva, the cocoons and the perfect insects; also the silk, spun by each variety.
The specimens came from all over the
world.
Prof. Braun has made similar
collections for most of the leading colThe case
leges of the United States.
shown here is the one exhibited by him at
the World’s Fair in Chicago, and contains
bis finest specimens. He was invited to
send it to the Pan-American exhibition
this year, but did not send it because he
was using it in his own work this summer.
_

L. Main’s Circus Coming.
Circuses have given Ellsworth the goby for some years pa9t, but not so this
year, for on Friday, June 18, Walter L.
W.

Main’s circus is
and

great

booked to appear
is the rejoicing thereat.

The schools

boy

are

closed and the

has neither the wrath of

tbe

here,

with his excellent

Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
The Ellsworth quarterly meeting of the
Free Baptists met in Clifton, June 14.
The meeting was called -to order by
Dea. Moses Chick, of Clifton. Dea. A. P.
Bunker was chosen moderator and Rev.
S. A. Thurlow, of Ellsworth, clerk, pending election of officers.
Rev. G. H, Sailey, of Hancock, Dea.
Moses Chick and Mrs. Bowden were made
a

committee to nominate officers.

They

reported the following: Rev. S. A. Tburlow, of Ellsworth, president; Dea. A. P.
Bunker, of Eastbrook, clerk; Dea. Crimmins, of Eastbrook, for member of standThese officers were
ing committee.
elected.
The memorial services

on

Saturday

ternoon in memory of Rev. Andrew
and Sister Esther Penney Graves

impressive.

very

Appropriate

af-

Gray

Much credit is due to Rev. G. H. Salley,
Rev. Mr. Kirkpatrick. Miss Woodside
and Miss Garland, of Great Pond, for the
success of the meeting.
The meeting closed Sunday evening.
donated to

was

the church at Mariaville.
The next session of the quarterly meeting will be held with the Free Baptist
church at South Bluehill.

small

circus, menagerie

hippodrome, and has established a
reputation that any amusement caterer

and

mile

ever, he seems to
former efforts, as the Fashion Plate shows

a

tbe brush and in
said

he

army.
from.
‘I
he

and Frames.

WHITMORE,

B. J.
40 Maim

singing
by
ode by Miss Bertha L. Joy, was in her usual pretty manner. Wilsju’s orchestra
furnished music throughout the evening,
the

Ellsworth.

St.,

In School

Days.Whittier
Mary Raymond
Arnold or Washington?.Hamenchild
Ralph Holmes
The Psalm.Arrby Carlisle

troupe,
by tbe Brothers Petit;
king of tbe bounding
Connors,
wire; the military maneuveres of the
on

the

l

CLOTHING CO-

uslc,

Miss

Drummey
The ..Southey
Sadie Armstrong

Boys.Anon
James Bowden
M

uslc,

Song

|

Sold

I

"TASK SSk'

I ^cToCBW°rcCroFA°nRTABLE
Stand-the
have the

I

CLOTHING CO.

THE NEW 20- CENTURY STYLE.

*

a

W. R. PARKER

t

i

Exclusively by

test with the best

OXFORDS

in

2

1

-

^XL£rIO*.

grades

made

Patent Calf,

by

Marguerite.Whittier
Margaret Dresser
Critic.Field

The

Valedictory

Russet

and

Black

I

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

|

Maine.
Manning Block, Ellsworth,

r'n I

CC

with

a

dull

mower.

O

f
*

and Saturday evenings.
Ef»-Store open Monday, Wednesday

_.TT'

|

4

mower

have it

sharpened

ISAAC

with a

\V H Dresser
Presentation of diplomas,
Supt G B Stuart

teachers of this school—Misses
F. Mullan, Frances Hurley and
Laura McCarthy, must have found their
greatest reward for t heir year’s work in
The

Annie

the school and the arduous work of prepgraduation in the excellent

aration for the
manner

throughout the programme.

The rank
year is

as

pupils acquitted

which the

in

themselves

of

the class leaders for the

follows: Ninth

grade—Margaret

Mollie
Hamilton, 976.
982;
Eighth grade—Alice Clark, 968; Sarah
Hart, 966. Seventh grade—Alice Mullan,
963; Clara Mullan, 961. Sixth grade—Bernice Eldridge, 974; Arthur Parcher, 961.

Dresser,

grinding machine

St., Ellsworth, Me.
HODGKINS, No- P School

and

meeting

of honest

obligations

never

enters into a girl’s studies at school, college, or, in the vast majority of cases, even
at home. We go on and on and let our
girls study useless ologies and isms, and
accumulate a vast amount of undigested
information which
and unintelligible
never, even for a single moment,* will be
of the slightest use to them in their lives.
But of the practical things, yes, the
fundamental principles which must goveither
ern their lives, they are taught
nothing or little. There is where we are
this
in
country, despite our
floundering
boasts of progress in matters educational.
The things we ought to know we know
not, and the things which avail little are
often our choicest boasts.—Ed ward Bok,
in Ladies’ Home Journal.

Shrubs growing in

a

poor soil seldom

bright, high-colored flowers.
Generally the application of manure in
their
liberal quantities will improve
produce

Iron flliugs and scales collected
color.
about the blacksmith’s anvil have a tendency to intensify the color of many
plauts, if dug into the soil about their

roots.—Ladies Home Journal.

]y£ELVIN

D.
A. WARD WELL, M.

L'
Gradual© of Bellevue

College.
% Pkjnobsoot,

Misses CALL & CONNICK,

Millinery Parlors,

Hospital Medical

40 Main STREET,
Ml

Ellsworth, me.

(Over J- A. Lord’s.)

Monday, June 17
Caressa, Harvey, Rockland,staves,Hooper

Sch

Rienzl, Closson, Stonington

ARRIVED
SAILED

Tuesday,

This

signature is

Laxative
the

on

every box of the genuine
Tablets

Bromo=Quinine
cold in

remedy that

cures a

one

day

June 18

Sch Lulu W Eppe-, Jordan, Milltown, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar June 10, sch M C Mose-

A.

M. A.

M.

12 40

M.

OOj 9 80 4 50
05] 9 85 4 56
6 12 9 42 5 02
t6 84 tlO 04 f5 24
to 41] M0 11 j5 31
6 49 tlO 21 5 41
M 59 110 31 f5 51
7 18 10 46 6 06
7 18 10 52 6 10
7 30 tlO 58 f« 30
f7 19 11 07 6 SO
f 7 4ft 11 17 f0 88
7 63 11 22 0 43
8 00 11 80 6 60
3 2<>.
8 50
12 80 7 85
9

BANGOB.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer .Junction.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake...
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan..
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

*J
6

..

30|

•

Dally, Sundays included.
fStop on signal or noclceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Booton and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Watt
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offica,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure ticket!
before entering the train, and especially Billworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

Rockland, EMU & Ellsworth Steamh’l Col

In
come

Culpepper Court House,”

from

replied.
‘Any

news

E. VV. Grove’s

down there?’ I asked.

signature

Is

on

each

25c.

box.

A

with

Connection

Boston

and Bangor

Steamship Co.
June
Sept* 17,1901.
GOING EASTWARD.
except Monday, lea've Rockland upon arrival of steamer from Boston
(not before 5 a m) for Dark Harbor, *Eggemogglu, Sargentvllle, North Deer Isle, Sedgwick. Brook 11n, *Soutb Bluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry
and Ellsworth.
Dally, except Monday, for above stations and
South Bruoksvllle. Saturdays for West TreSchedule

Every

in Effect

22 to

day,

mont.

GOING WESTWARD.
steamer will leave Ells(stage to 8urrv),at7 30 a m, for Bluehlll, South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Sedgwick, North
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South
Brooksville,
(Saturday, West Tremont), * Herrick’s. Eggemoggln, ’Northeast Harbor, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, arriving to connect with steamer for
Boston.

Dally, except Sunday,

worth

Blai-iu-ll, Franklin to Philadelphia
Sid June U, sch Reuben Eastman, curb for
Aboott
Sid June 15, sell Lizzie J Call, for F E BlalsFranklin

Sid .Juno 16, schs M C Moseley, curb for Crab,
& Havcy, to Providence, K 1; Helen M
Baxter, paving, Dunbar Bros, for New York
Sid June 17, sch Marv B Wellington, paving,
Hooper & Huvey for New York
tree

Domestic Ports.

Boston —Ar June 15, schs G W Collins,
Grant, Sullivan; Sunbeam, Campbell, Bath; E
C Gales, Norwood, Port Eaton
Sid June 16, sch Amelia F Cobb, Rockland
Sid June 13, seb Thelma, Brnnswlck, Ga
Ar June 14, sch Lizzie Lee, Stonlngton
Sid Juue 14, schs Thus Garland aud Jas A
Ar

Juno 17, schs

G

E Davi9, Mt

Desert; C

A

Hunt, Stouington

Sid Juue 17, sch Florence Shay, Smith, Stonlngton
Boothbay—Sid June 15, sch J Bracewell,
New York
Baltimore—Sid June 14, sch Willie L Max.
well, Eastport
Brunswick, Ga—Sid June 15, sch Sedgwick,
Hagerthy, for Salllla
New Bedford—Ar June 15, sch Harvest
Home, Sullivan
New York—Ar June 15, schs G H Mills,
W bittern ore. Clark’s Island; Lizzie Cochran,

Annapolis,

N S

Ar Juue 16, schs Eliza S Potter, Stonlngton;
Thos Hlx, Franklin for Newark; C B Wood,
from Sullivan
Ar June 13,schs Loduskla, Stonlngton; Sylvia
C Hall, New Haven for Fernaudlua
Ar June 17, sch Addle F Cole, Bluehill
New London—Sid Juue 16, schs Lavolta for
Portland; Maggie Mu Ivey, Bucksport; W H
Card, Boston
Portland—At June 15, schs H S Barnes,
Haskell, Boston; J Chester Wood, Haskell,

—

1)1 KD.
BALL—At Hancock, June 14, Mrs Harriet Ball,
aged 82 years, 6 months, 1 day.
COUSINS—At East Surry, .June 16, Mrs Sarah
Cousins, aged 90 years, 1 mouth, ft days.
JOY—At Surry, .June 15, Mrs Mary M Joy,aged
66 years, 7 months, 5 days.
LATTY—At East Dedham, June 13, John G
Latty, aged 91 years, 10 months, 12 days.
LEACH—At Penobscot, June 15, Mrs Hannah
E Leach, aged 71 years.

ifttatiscmcnts.

riages

Weymouth

Portsmouth—81d June 13, sch Myronus, easl
Providence—Ar June 13, sch Hazel Dell,
New York
Savannah—Cld June 14, sch Florence Leland, New York
Ar June 15, sch Hugh Kelley, Haskell, New
York
Bangor—Ar June 13, sch Flora Condon, from
New York
Sid June 15, sch Hattie P Simpson, Sargentvllle and Baltimore
Cape Henry—Passed in June 12, sch Alice
J Crabtree, Brunswick for Annapolis, Md
Vineyard Haven—Passed June 15, schs
Alien Green, Stonlngton for New York; Mi
randa, Somes Sound for New York
Ar June 14, sch Addle F Cole, Bluehill foi
New York
Washington, D C—Sid June 16, sch O E
Withered, Megatlilln, Boston
Foreign Ports.
St John, N B—Sid June 16, sch Harry
York
I
New
Know ton,
Barbados—Sid Junes, bark Mannle Swan
Higgins, Porto Rico

a

Go-Carts

confident

am

body

can

show

attractive

give
can

lower

A pril 9, 1 01, steamer
F I, WtuterhoLlmm, leaves
Tuesdays,Thursday sand Saturdays
at 1 OC p in, for Soul Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Hntbor, Stonlngton am! Rockland,
H«i

..r

and connects
Boston.

Rockland

at

with

steamer

for

RETURNING.
From

Frbiay s

Wednesdays and

Mondays,

Boston,
ai 5

n m

From Rockland,
Harbor, Northeast

via

Stonlngton, Southwest

Harbor and Seal Harbor,
and Saturdays at about
steamer from Bos-

upon arrival of

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. hill. Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

3Dbrrttscmntta.

O
O

EDWIN M. MOORE,

*

dealer In all kinds of

£

•

2

Fresh, aait, Smoked and Dry

§

FISH.

^

|

♦
0

♦
a

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh, J
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, £

q Cod,

£

Q

Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

0

0 Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, 0
♦
t
ELLSWORTH, ME.

M. M.

BEST;

IT COSTS NO MORE.

MERTZ,

Fourteen

a

organs4”0©a©

specialty.

years’ factory experience.

Out of town orders solicited.

for the Summer trade,
and

Week.

Commencing Tuesday,

liepairing

varied

and select line of Carand

a

Practical Tuner

and Go=Carts.
offering

Trips

"Ml Desert’’. Cart

! Bar

GET THE

Baby Carriages
am

Three

f» 00 a in, or
ton.

COLBY—ELDRIDGE—At Hancock,.June 5, by
Rev C S Me Learn, Miss Margaret A Colby, of
Hancock, to Charles T Eldrldge, of llangor.
PHI LLI PS—WI LSON—A t Franklin, June 13,
by Rev VV II Powksland, Miss Grace Marion
Phillips, of Frauklin, to Fred A Wilson, of
Cherry Held.
TATE—COLEM AN-At Ellsworth, .June 12, by
Rev .J P Simon ton. Miss Ida L Tate to Fred C
Coleman, both of Ellsworth.
WENTWORTH
LEONARD —At Newburgh,
Me, May 21, by Rev L A Gould, Miss .Julia A
Wentworth, of North Ellsworth, to Royal P
Leonard, of Newburgh.

I

SCHEDULE.

SPRING

Tuesdays, Thursday«

MAKIilKl).

13, ech Helen M Baxter
14. ech Fruocee Guodenow
10, fclia Weeterloo, Partridge; Georgiettu, Peterson
Ar June it;, sch Rebecca G Whlldin
Ar June 17, sch J M Harlow.
Sid Juno 12, sch Lucy Belle, Martin, curb,
Don Oar Bros to Providence, It I

dell,

Steamship Company.

DUNBAR—At East Orland, June 13, to Mr and
Mrs Homer H Dunbar, a son.
GROSS—At Stonington, June 7, to Mr and Mrs
John H Gross, twins, a son and daughter.
HATCH—At Penobscot, June 17, to Mr and Mrs
Gilman G Hatch, a son.
MYRICK—At Winter Harbor, June 11, to Mr
and Mrs Sewall Myrlck, a son.
MORANG—At Ellsworth, June 13, to Mr and
Mrs Fred E Morang, a son.
POM ROY— At Ellsworth, June 11, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert C Poinroy, a son.
PRAY—At Ellsworth, June 14, to Mr and Mrs
Jed F Pray, a daughter.
SOPER—At Orland, June 14, to Mr and Mrs
Bob F Soper, a daughter.
SPRINGER-At Franklin, June 4, to Mr and
Mrs Henry A Springer, a son.
STANLEY—At Swan’s Island, June 14, to Mr
and Mrs Lorenzo Stanley, a daughter.

12, ech Mary B Wellington

Webster, Stouington
Education of Girls.
There is too great a lack in the practical
education of our girls. Such a practical
phase of a woman’s life as the realization

Bring

to my shop and
your
YOU CAN T CUT (jKAoO
made especially for the purpose.

SAILED
Sch

Grant
Ar June
Ar June
Ar -June
Ar June

Practical

We

Sch

Wednesday, June 12
Rienzl, Closson, Stonington
Caressa, Harvey, Rockland
Agues Mabel, Griudle, Bar Harbor
Friday, June 14
Myron us, Rellatty, Portsmouth
Lulu W Eppeb, Jordan, Plymouth

ley,

I

♦

any firm.

Sch

Frances Jorduu

Address,

|

Sch
Sell
Sch

Camp.Taylor

of

(b)

H

9 00
P.

Portland. *11 00 j.

wanted to go to work for tbe
where he hid come

BORN.

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

Muriel Davis

Boyless Town .Anon
Joseph Drummey

The

riuuA Oita

OF BEAUTY

A. K.

M.i

7 00'.

I asked him

MARINE LIST.

Mina MacKenzie
M

John Shea
The Christmas Dance.Anon
Mollle Hamilton
(a) The American Flag.Sumner

!

1

j

I

“ELITE” SHOES

'AIMING

p.

Boston.

large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
which added materially to the evening’s
female Zouave corps, and the graceful
O. A. CROCKETT,
first time in The American. They will
exercises.
riding of Reno McCree and Miss DavenHelen Donovan
Manager, Rockland, Me.
next week, or the week after, in
appear
of
the
of
The members of tbe graduating class all
to
nothing
army
say
Vocal accompaniment,
port,
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
grotesque clowns and jesters, who furnish our contemporaries. The American is word at 27 Hancock striet, Ellsworth (telephone
took their parts exceptionally well, which
Miss Hawkes
connection).
fun gaiore.
is not only a credit to themselves but also Chimes of Amsterdam .A^on
the only paper printed in the county
A spectacular street parade is promised,
Linda Pratt
-Flag stations.
the
which
collects
vital
is
and if what papers say
systematically
reliable, the
The Taxed Tea.Anon promise will be faithfully kept.
statistics of the county; the others sys
BOSTON AND BANCOR
Pierson
George
tematically steal them.
Seven Times

W. R. PARKER

9

BANGOB TO BAR HABBOB.

darky crawled out of
reply to my questions

the aerial bars

Two.Ingelow

||

the daring staunts

of the Silvinis

06j

Boston.|

wan

veteran, ‘‘when

might well be p.oud of.

This year, howhave outdone all his

Darky’s Prediction.
guarding a strip of woods half a
from our camp,” Haid a gray-bearded
The

“I

..

remarks

Salley and others.

The domestic collection

BAB HABBOB TO BANGOB.
,A. M P. M.IP. M.
10 25 *3 25 8 20
BAB HABBOB
Sorrento.. .I 4 00.
4 25'..
Sullivan...
Mt Desert Ferry. ll 15 4 55 9 *0
02
22
5
9 17
11
S.
Waukeag,
Fy.i
Hancock
| 11 26 5 05 9 20
Franklin Road. 11 35 6 14; 9 30
Wash’gton Jc .! 11 46 f5 24 9 50
9 M
5 31,
11 63
ELLSWORTH
5 87: 10 OS
Ellsworth Falls. til 68
NlcoJln. fl2 12 5 SI* 10 17
Green Lake. tl2 2i 6 OljflO 27
Lake House.
f6 11-.
Holden.|tl2 38 6 20itl0 42
Brewer June. 12 58 6 43 11 03
Bangor, Ex. St.I 1 05 fl 60 11 09
1 10 *6 55 11 15
BANGOB, M.C.
Ip. M. A. M. A. M.
Portland..
5 35 1 80 8 50
*5 57 7 25
9

were

by Deacon Chick, Rev. G. H.

made

were

teacher

the fear of chastisement at borne to
reckon with and his heart is very glad.
For the past eighteen years Walter L.
Main has toured this country every sumnor

mer

Sarsaparilla

Acts with the most direct, beneficial effect
the kidneys. It contains the best and
safest substances for correcting and toning
these organs.
on

The children’s hour Is from

o’clock, boys from

Commencing Hay 19, 1901*

In the

very

Until June 22, to introduce my work,
are new in their entirety.
‘No, massa, I reckon not,’ replied the
I will give each person ordering One motto, “Time is Opportunity,” occupied A Memory Gem.Selected
Tbe programme includes several sterl- darky. Only dar’s a man down dar dun
Pearl Lord
Dozen Cabinets, an extra Photo- a prominent place.
ing novelties, among which are the high los’a vallyble nigger dis morning, and 1
An Arab’s Steed.Osgood
The address to the class by Mr. Whitjumping horses and ponies, the act of reckon he lose more befo’ night.’
graph Colored in Water Colors,
Jude
Gcorgle
advice.
Prof. D. H. Dockrill, during which Bixtylike the ones on exhibition at comb contained much wholesome
Music,
To Cure a Cold in One Day
The conferring of diplomas was by Supt.
three horses are introduced in the arena
Ruble Gurney
my Studio..
of the good work done Crossing the Bar.Tennyson at one time; the difficult acrobatic feats Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
who
druggists refund the money if it fails to cure.
Call and examine my Samples of En- Stuart, class.spoke
of the class
Austin Maddox
The

largements

\

DraggecL*Down

classes.

The

on

Many Ellsworth People are Seeing
Bugs and Tilings.
The classes In nature study, which Prof.
Braun is conducting here, are proving

About

week

Essay—Time Is Opportunity....Raymond Dyer
Valedictory—The Pleasure of Leafning,
Ralph Fernald
Address to class.B B Whitcomb
Conferring of diplomas

FREE!

|

“Vic-

was

Salutatory—Dorothy.A Ruth Fields
Singing.Boys of sixtn grade

Music

to

and

M uslc

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

THE NUMBER of PEOPLE
Hancock county who have taken advantage

red

colors,

follows:

ed in detail.

Sand

dec-

tory by Labor”.
Toe programme of the afternoon

graduation exercises at the three
grammar schools, which mark the completion of the grammar course in the
Ellsworth schools, and to some of the
pupils the end of school days, are report-

i|H|:eclentlflc

whs

day, all schools except the high school
and school No. 1, which was closed T>ue

ing

*

cl***

room

The motto of the class

white.

the

FAIR bUT FALSE

SIDE.

hi

the

with

orated

Kailtoab* anft SUatnboata

SWurtiaementB.

NATURE STUDIES,

a success.

The school

1 30.

noon at

PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL8

closing that day. These two schools will
close Friday of this week.
In the primary and intermediate grades
there were closing exercises on Friday afternoon. Space forbids a report includ-

her teeth, but Ihelr beauty made her fair.
Etc A pretty mouth If ruined by defective teeth,
but the dental art b«« reached auch perfection
JXthat your natural teeth can be replaced by a
dentist no that your beat friend will
K not detect the difference. Our crown, bridge
artificial teeth work la jierfoct.

graduation

the west side grammar
school, Mieses M. A. Gaynor and M. E.
Doyle, teachers, took place Monday after-

Ellswort h’s school year ended last Fri-

-were

he

The exercises

Kidneys f

asbtrliBtmtnlB.

ter.chers, who have worked hard to

make

WEST

GRADUATING EXERCISES IN THE

CLOSING EXERCISES.

n«w Are Yotir

to the

a

more

display
prices

no-

Drop a postal
T. Crippen’s

or

leave orders at J.

music

store,

Ells-

worth, Me.

GIRLS and BOYS
Can MAKE MONEY

oi
bX SELLING

than

Teas and Coffees.

be had at
Send for circular.

C. R. FOSTER’S,
| Telephone

Connection.

32 Main Street

SCOTT & CO.,
24 State St.,

BANGOR, ME.

r
a

the Ilf post-offices in Hancock county;
mil the other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. The AMERICAN is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it ts *he only paper that can properly f>< called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

of

County Xcu s

Proapeot Harbor.
Mr* Mary Wood

Noyes

Noyes.
George Cole, with his

son

Prostration Afflicts the
All Summer.

Grip

People

sic

other pages.

is

visiting

her

Edward

spent

child,
few days here last week at J. W.

a

wife and

Cole’s.
has gone to Bar

Miss Bessie Williams

Harbor, where she will be employed

as

for A. W. Bee.

bookkeeper

Mitchell, of Boston, arrived
Saturday with a party of friends who were
entertained a few days at W. P. Hewins’.
Clarence B.

Wakefield, of Steuben, has moved

Frank
his

family

into

he

which

rooms

has

engaged of Mrs. R. E. Robinson, for the
summer.

John Hutchings and her daughters

Mrs.

Sunday

home

came

from

they have been
Montgomery Havey.

where

West Sullivan
of

guests

Mrs.

1

Leo L.

Larrabee, eldest son of C. C.
Larrabee, M. D., returned home to-day !
from Philadelphia where he has just graduated from the

University

vania. He will practice
this summer.
ui

ucic^nuuu

of

Pennsylhere

dentistry
lauica

uncuij-uue

attended the convention of Puritan assembly, West Sullivan, by invitation Thursday. A hearty welcome, a lavish hospi-

assembly

excellent work of the

and

fine

special programme to entertain the
visitors, were features of this trip.
a

Kant Itlnehill.

returned last

Monday

Frankfort.

from

j

Minnie Atherton

went to

Stouington

Hartley A'. Tufts, of Waltham, Mass., is
visiting relatives in the village.
Holt Cousins, of Ellsworth, moved into

Bridges house last Wednesday.
Archer E. Long, with wife and child,
on the charge of causing the death of a
arrived last Tuesday. They will remain a
horse owned by G. D. Sargent, by overfew days visiting relatives and friends.
Mr. Sargent said Mr. Bracy
Capt. Byron E. Young is not well. driving.
seven
the Jack

While walking in the

last

sun

drove the horse

Wednes-

Capt.

H. J. Allen arrived last Wednesfrom a short fishing cruise, with a

Wednesday evening

Last

of Miss

Georgia Holt gave

Baptist

church.

It

teacher and class.

the
a

quite

quite

very prettily observed by
Carroll and pupils. The visitors present expressed themselves highly
pleased with the exercises.

ill.

TrewoTgy, a student
a few days with

receiving

Albee Norwood Jordan died
uer

uepuew, l^ieweiiyu

Albee, at West Treraont, June 15. Funeral
Sunday, Rev. Clarence Emery, of Manset,
officiating.
John G. Latty, a former resident of this
place, died at the home of his daughter,
Mis. Linda Rummill, of Dedham, on June
13.
Mr. Latty’s age was about ninety-five.

a

new

recently pur-

Cyrus Conary

relatives in town.

The board of health has made arrangethe free vaccination of citizens
at the office of Dr. Wardwell.
Dr. M. A. Wardwell has been in Portland this week attending the
forty-ninth
annual meeting of the Maine medical
association.
June

17._8CBA.

Bartlett’s Island.

N. L. Bartlett is at work
Island.
Bartlett has his

Freeman’s shore at

on

new

Iron

Bound

weir off

Allen

Pretty Marsh nearly

George Bartlett has gone to Northeast
Harbor and Emery Bartlett to Seal
Harbor for the summer.
June 8.
Wt. I>esert.
Frank

L

Thursday

Bracy, of this place, was tried In
Harbor municipal court last week

Danger, disease and death follow neglect
of the bowels. Use DeWltt’s Little
Early
Risers to regulate them and you will add
year: to your life and life to yonr years.
Easy to take, never gripe. Wiggin &

spend

again later in
family

come

Holden’s

Fred

season

to

com-

Tuesday

fell

and

a

Jordan

to

join

went

the

work

the

on

improvement.
to
Bangor

schooner

“Storm

|

Methodist

parsonage was repaired last week. The work
was done by Hollis Saunders and Edwin

June 17.

Q.

Peters, jc.,

Johu A.
;vith their

j

fenced

deal of expense and
to rare
plauts and

care

Abbott also has

in

shrubs.

i Notable

lilac

white

be found

state.

They

a

mass

challenge

are as

o?

families,

and H.W.
are

Cushman,

given

William

white

plumes.
of

at their

cottages

summer.

There

ice-cream sociable at Mrs.
Deslsles’ Wednesday night, for

was an

Samuel

benefit of the church.

Commander
ivith his
clamlin
June

Logan
family. They

cottage
17.

near

arrived
will

Tuesday

occupy the

They

time,

East Franklin.

CJrann is
Ellsworth.

Mrs. A. C.
n

Miss

Myrtle

visiting relatives

Freeman

Scammon who has been

Kingman,

who

at

Ellsworth

home,
has

vorking at Bar Harbor, returned
ast week in poor health.
June 17.

There will be a meeting Sunday evening
West Hancock schoolhouse, conducted by Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the

at the

^

vork In Sorrento has returned

va- ;

has gone to Bar Harbor.

been
home

Northeast
The

M.

P.

Methodist chuxch.

ice

kindergarten association had an
sale last Friday evening. Pro-

ceeds, |13.
L. E. Kimball and family came from
Hunt, of Charleston, spent SunBcston last week. He will open the Kimlay at the Baptist parsonage.
Mrs. Clarence Emery left for Portland ball bouse June 20.
F. G. Peabody and family, of CamMonday to be with her mother, who is to
>e operated on at the Maine general bosbridge, Mass., came last week and are at
>ital.
the Curtis cottage agaiu on the east side
Hauser.

Milton

June 17.
For

E.

forty years Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
trawberry has been curing summer complaint,
1 lyseutery,
diarrhoea, bloody flux, pain in the
tomach, and It has never yet failed to do every, hing claimed for ft—Advt.

of the harbor.

There were services at the Catholic
church Saturday evening and Sunday
morning,conducted by Rev. J. D. O’Brien,
of Ellsworth.

Work

on

his home

here (or

the

new

church

is

a

William

8hv*‘s Two From

;
!

are

1

closed

Miss

Death.

\

«

tlSbrrtisnunits.

Herrick

is

reported

BAD
BLOOD

in

Minturn and Swan’s Island

Schools at

!

Eoo.

“Our little daughter had an almost fatal
at'ack of
whooping cough and brouchitis,” writes Mrs VV. K. Havtland, of
Armonk, N Y
“but, when all other
remedies failed, we saved her life with Dr.
King’s New Discovery. Our niece, who
had consumption in an advanced stage,
also usi d this wonderful medicine and
to day she is perfectly we 1.”
Desperate
throat and lung diseases yield to Dr.
King’s New D scovery hs to no other medicine on earth.
Infallible for coughs and
colds. 50c. and f 1 00 bottles guaranteed
*igoiw&
Moore
Trial bottles free.
by

lumber

on

account of measles.

Green, teacher

primary school,
land Tuesday.

in

the

Mint urn
Port-

left for her home in

“CASCAKETS ilo all rlalni.il far than
and are a truly wonderful medicine. I have often
for a medicine pleasant to take and at last
have found It in Cascarets. Since taking them, my
blood has been purified and my complexion baa Improved wonderfully and 1 feel much better in every
Miu. Sallib K. bKLLAiis. Luttre.l, Tent.
way.
wished

W. Small went to Cam-

income this

& wTJw

CATHARTIC

a

ksMmm
rnAOt maak

R2oirrvmo

H.

H.

are

Hopkins

R.

and

daughter

visiting friends in Bangor.

Friday
a

to occupy the
few weeks.

Hopkins,

of

Thompson

Wipslow,

take command of the three-master
•‘Gardiner B. Reynolds” to carry a load of
ice from Rockport to the West Indies
His wife will accompany him.
June 15.
S.
Stonlnjrton.
Kuel B. Judkins Is

Capt.

^

F. E.

Hopkins, who was in comtug ‘*C. W. Morse”
during the winter, towing fruit barges
from Port Laraon to New Orleans, is now
employed as pilot of a passenger steamer
running from Boston to Kennebec.
June 17.
S.
mand of the

ocean

50 Cents

to make your

well.

baby strong and
A fifty cent bottle of

a

1

...

Corppvijr, n !p»ro, Kbolr.-al, Xew fart. 319
Fft Tft Hl|9 Sold and guaranteed bv al drug• W BMW gijtato t t'Ki:
i’lHKioco Habib

Boston,

at

came

of South Deer Isle,
work for A. B. Robbii s

home

Sunday.

Bpofford, proprietor ot
hotel, on Sunday of last
They came to blows, and in the
Bpofford cut Robbins in the face
fish knife, which he carried in bis

the Arcadiau
week.
melee
a

hand

or was

and

but

for the timely arrival of Dr.
be would have bled to death.
As
it is. he is not entirely out of danger, and
there is fear of blood-poisoning.
No ac-

Noyes

tion has been taken in the matter by the
as yet.
June 17,
Eugene.

authorities

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

Cure

you

cat.

It artificially digests the tood and aids
Nature in strengthen lug and recon-

structing

the exhausted digestive organs. It is the latest discovered digestant and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it in
efficiency. It instantly relieves and permanently cures

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence. Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Gastralgia Cramps and
all other results of imperfect
digestion,
barge size contains 2H time*
aEd
Jf*
■nail size. Book all about
Sick Headache,

dyspepsia m;iii©dfreo
Prepared by E. C. o«wiTT a CO..
Chicago.

East Orlantl.

Gibbs has gone to Grand Lake

stream.

Avery Gray is
brother.

in

Bangor visiting his

A. E. Marks and wife, of
Brookline,
Mass., are visiting at E. G. Marks’.
Dr. Wheeler, of Castine,
spent a tew

days the past week at Mrs. E. C. Mason’s.
Mrs. Harriet Hopkins and
grandson
Norman are stopping at
Augustine
Masons

Cream Balm is placed Into the
nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief U

A

over

Abrams and daughter are at the
Abrams cottage. Mr. and Mrs.
Russell,
Hartford, Conn., are their guests.
Mrs. Augusta Carter, who has been
stopping with Mrs. Drusilla Mason, hss
gone to'the Falls to work lor Robert Boper.
June 17.
Mrs.

Pond.

Wallace Lord has gone to

Howland.
The church has been painted this week.
Ezra Williams and wife were in
Ellsworth the first of the week.

sickly baby to
plump, romping child.
Only one cent a day, think
a

Mrs.

of it.

Its as nice as cream.
Send for a free sample, and try it.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409-415 Pearl Street,
50c. and $1.00; all druggists.

Writer

CURE CONSTIPATION.

n«•»-«■-

yacht al

George Robbins, captain of Connors
Bros’, yacbt “Hector”, got into an alterca-

Great

Scott’s Emulsion
will change

a

...

of

Sibrrtisnnnita.

!Only

Bailing

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Do
Good, Never Sicken. Wp-iicr
Gr)t>e. lfie, 25c. SOo.

Joseph Robbins,
who has been

Charles
is

spending a few weeks with friends here
before going to Northeast Harbor, where
she will be employed at the Kimball
house.

j

Capt. Willard Staples left Wednesday
to

using at the time ot Robbins’
appearance. One of the cuts was terrible,

Humor.

cream

Capt.

with

Sumac.

June 17.

'/
H.

Miss Alice

cation.

Walsh, who has been station agent
Washington County Junction for some

June 14.

with 200 barrels of mackerel.

with him and visited

cottage for

Thorsen, who is employed in
New York, is at home for a visit.
Herbert Sbute, who has been in Calais

at

left for Swan’s Island.

his laud.

tion with Howard

arrived

Martiu

Mr.
H.

on

Sparling, in schooner
“Marguerite Haskins”, on his way from
B«y Cbaleur to Gloucester, was here in
the harbor last Monday. Gus Hamor was
B.

Capt. Walter Bird and wife, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday w ith Mr. and Mrs. L.
d. Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Plummer, of Philadelphia,

Anna L. Norris is employed at Seaside
hotel, Northeast Harbor.

the hotel.

Joyce is building

Linwood

in

much better than she has been
the last two mouths, but is still

now

Florence

r,

a

Smith is visiting relatives

She is

Mrs.

N.

past few months, is at home for

gave a very interesting discourse in the
evening. They were guests of Mrs. L.
May Robbins during their stay. They

this vicinity.

East Greenwich, R. I,

Went Trenton.

house.

the

summer.

the first time in three years.
June 17.

trees and beautiful shrubbery.
George Wallace has had some very tasteful fiower beds laid out in front of his

IlHiicodk.

Mrs. Prudence
in

Mary E. Bunker has returned
home from Dexter, where she has been
visiting her relatives since la§t November.

Capt.

every

June 17.

Atinntir.

with

daughter Lizzie,

during
very poorly.

lover of

Weal

has returned

Mrs.

be seen—none
may
in this or any other
large as maples and

admiration

the

Climax.

great

with William P. Preble this

anion?

can

Presiding Elder Day and Mrs. Day arThursday afternoon. Mr. Day

rived here

returned

Chicago, are expected here next Tuesday m company with Mrs. Fannie A.
Spurting Hnd daughter Frances to remain

the vines, he has the most
luxuriant wisteria iu town. At the Clark
residence, at the Head of the Harbor, the
finest

has

of

abundance of line old

an

occasion

W. L. Stont

den

Harding

new naphtha launch.
July 1 be will
begin carrying the mail between Islesford
aim Seal Harbor vfa Sutton’s island.

front of his

have been

the

by Rev.

former pastor.
June 17.

a

Dr. and Mrs. H.
Inle*.

Richard

his

as
peonies and old-fashioned shrubs,
well as choice annuals later in tbe season.
He has been improving his residence,

finer

J. A. P.

Walter E. Hadlock

Eaxt l.amotne.

!

!

and

for

sent them

Mrs. V. Y. Greenlaw and daughter Vlvinn left for Kook land Saturday, going
from there to Pori Clyde where Capt.
Greenlaw is employed.

Drew

Mr.

Stinson has moved to StonlngJudkins will occupy the
he vacated in Mrs. Bertie Hatch’s

year.

house, and already the signs of abundant
bloom are in evidence. Mrs. Rich is a
great lover of flowers and quite a good

are

The cellar wall of the

especially

were

dan.

Rich, postmaster at Treraont,

graded

by

the address

|

The ladies

the

was

made.

Mrs. E. Y. Preble and

Maurice

[

gang at
decided

house.

prepared dinner at Bagaduct
hall for all out of town people. Tht
church was prettily trimmed with !l*gc
and flowers. The choir rendered soim

summer.

Lewis

spend their vacation here.
^
A paity of Casline people took dinnei
at Mitchell’s hotel Sunday.
Among tht
number were Dr. and Mrs. George E
Parsons, Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred Jones, Mr
a id Mrs. Will Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. B. D
Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. Wi‘1 Stevens, Mr
Morey and wife.
Tbe memorial services w hich have been
postponed for two weeks on account ol
the illness of Rev. E. K. Drew were held
at tbe church on Sunday. A large mu

enjoyed

home

expected

Lyman
ton.
rooms

(lienee

Q*

season.

who will

Tuesday to be present at tbe gradu: ating exercises of the high school.
Their
from a three weeks’ visit to friends in
nephew, Fred Benson, graduated.
Boston.
Plenty of herring are arriving at the
Mrs. Lucinda G. Stanley has been at
Old Harbor factory. With an abundance
Seal Harbor during the past month, with
of help and good price, this factory promher adopted daughter, Mrs. Carrie C. Jorises to be a
source of
Mrs.

season.

has

Peck ham

June 17.
Cranberry

from

Melrose, Mass. She was accompanied by her niece and nephew, Misf

Edgar Perkins,

Q

evening.

Roland Small made a short visit home
He ban been employed as janthis week.
itor of a largo building in Boston ibis

are

in

Dora and Master

he

l»>c.
South
Mrs. M. D. Robbins is
in a few days to spend the

at tbe parsonage.

Miss Bertha Perkins bas returned
visit

a

wharf

improvements

Mrs. Simeon

with

Leffingwell will spend the summer at her
residence, “Bowfleld,” McKinley.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leffingwell and

at

Petrel”.

he

meets for

finished.

a

making

Frank

[or the

Sprague and eon Donald, of
Boothbay Harbor, are visiting friends and

Mouse.

summer.

sidewalk

carpet for the Methodiat

Mrs. A. E.

the Bar

Tarratine, Hancock Point, the

ing

There has been

church.

Abel

employed

be

He will

Carter.

have

visiting

is

Northeast Harbor industrial school,
was started
last season by Miss
White, of New York, and others, and Ijrb
been in operation through the winter,
closed last Saturday.
Miss White was
present and was very much pleased at the

Fairboy and daughter
Reese, of Hagerstown, Md., arrived June 11, and are at the Leffingwell
cottage, “Gray Rocks.” Miss Caroline

U. of

fractured her wrist.

Mrs. Barbara Perkins, who received a !
slight shock June 11, is slowly improving.

King’s Daughters

Dea. Small and wife, of Harrington,

t

June 17.

Penobscot.

South

came

A.

ball in

parents, W. M. Lawrence and
wife, at that place.
A.
June 17.
with his

new

J

will be served In Hooper & Havey’s hall.
The money raised will he used for painting the church. The Pythians will give a

will touch

She

Lawrence,

The

Mrs. Admiral

relatives

the

Mrs.

Penobhi-or.

chased

his

the

returned

It

Mass.,

the way at Castine and laud W. H.
who will Hpend a few day?

on

which

and Miss

Sum.

Funeral services were held at the hall Saturday. Rev. A. P. Thompson, of West
Tremont, officiated. Burial in Seal Cove
cemetery.
June 16.
JD,

The

worth, Newcastle, N. H.

in, and the ; which

interior.

Springfield,

of

sey, left on Thursday for her sumtnei
route from Portsmouth to Hotel Went-

architect.

A. Holden.

daughter is a member of the graduating class.
Capt. G. B. Hodgkins and Capt. Charles
Hodgkins went to Bath to-day to be
present at the launching of the schooner
“Inez N. Carver”, built for Capt. G. B.
Hodgkins, son Capt. Fred Hodgkins. The
new schooner will go to Jordan’s River.
Nova Scotia, to load for Rosario.
June 17.
H.

Norwood, of Owl’s Head, is
parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. H.

ui

will

Her

days.

uuuic

of the

Dr.

season.

has

t tie

came

their daughter, is visiting them here.
Steamer “Sagamore”, Capt. F. C. Lind-

completed July 20.

Bradley

20x28

room

family arrived early in the month at the
McDonald cottage. Mr. Leffingwell has
LaniuiiiK.
i relumed to his home at Montclair,
Mrs. Mary H. Coolidge weut to Houlton
Mrs. Leffingwell, two daughters
N. J.
Saturday to atteud the commencement and
young sou will remaiu through the
exercises of Ricker classical
institute.

Milton Hunt, of Charlestown, son of
Rev. Nathan Hunt, is in town for a feA'

“>•

west

on

June 16.

congratulations on the birth of a d&ughter
June 15, and John Murphy and wife on
the birth of a son June 14.

Mrs. Sarah

the

Dix

Charles

Brooklyn, N. Y., to
the

M., spent

was

Joe Atwood

their weir

Peterson

Mrs.

turned to her home in Brooklin last week.

en-

Miss Sarah

her

lately been

Young is in Ellsworth vissister, Mrs. Beliatty, who is

here last week.

Mrs. A. T.

has

Whitcomb,

addition

tierGordon attended the graduation
cises.
The
Pythian sisterhood entertained
Prospect Harbor assembly Thursday
of
night. About twenty visitors partook
The first degree
a delicious supper at 6.
was worked by the visitors. Refreshments
were served during the evening.
There will be a celebration on the
Fourth at John Blalfdell’s field. Numerof
ous attractions are offered in the shape
Dinner
etc.
races, ball games, fireworks,

Hodgkins, ol
early last week
and are opening the cottage owned by
Mrs. Cochrane, of New York. Mrs. J,
O.

an

Mattocks is employed at the
Bar Harbor.
house,
Newport
is visMrs. Sara S. Abbott, of Portland,
aud other
iting her sister, Mrs. liaBkell,
friends here.
came
Bessie Gordon and Archie Havey
Adel her t
home from Kent’s Hilt Friday.

Harvey

Mrs.

Harbor,

FI.088J*.

William

Hon. Frank Jones, of Portsmouth, and
Yorke, of Boston, were in town
on Tuesday inspecting Mr. Jones’ new
com“Lookout-’ cottage, now nearly
and

,

___

Sewell Mitchell is building
to his stable.

Charles

Southwest

at

Sullivan.

West

this week.

pleted.
Capt.

Partridge

crew at

1R

Aubrey, arrived from Washington Monexpected
day. Chief Justice Fuller is

Saturday and is
cottage ready to occupy
getting
the first of July.
The cottage is large
and airy. The parlor is 22x27, the dining-

and
daughter, Miss
Peterson, of Philadelphia, are
at the Seaside cottage for a short time.
They will spend the summer at Gott’s
Mrs.

to have it

her

Elizabeth

C. H. Grindle who has been here
with her sister, Mrs. A. C. Curtis, and
brother, W. D. Curtis, the past winter, re-

Cove.

visiting
Sawyer.

Haskell

completed

have

Island.

her

Isaac

Bloomfield Reed and wife a"re

$15

hoped

side of the harbor.

and

Mrs.

G.

Flag day

Mr.

other potfM

Mrs. L.

Daniel Benson and
about

twice.

ill.

iting

joyed.
June 17.

horse

the

Miss Nellie

was creditable to both
Miss Adelaide Peirson,

Brookline, Mass., gave several selections on the violin, accompanied by Miss
Holt on the piano. There was vocal music by Hollis Smith and Nettie Clay. It

Seal

Clark

Miss Harriet

recital at the

one

Judge

fined

fed

South Surrv.

piano class

musical treat which every

eight hours,

the road.

,c>

plastering

masons are

tmnoiu.

Mr.

Bracy
only thirty-four miles, in
on

Bracy
costs, from which he appealed.

a
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was a

forty-two

and
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The roof is closed

ing finely.
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June lo.

season.

Wilbur

selections
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COUNT!

in

miles

says he drove

hours, only

day he became dizzy, and has since been
confined to the house.
day
good fare of fresh cod and haddock, and
halibut seven feet long.

as

icine 1 ever used. 1 am satisfied that
Peruna is a good medicine, and as such
have commended it to several of my
friends with good results. It is seldom
1 give a testimonial, but I think this duo
you. I hope others may be benefited
Is
function
disturbed.
deranged. Every
through you and your medicines.”
Appetite and digestion demoralized.
Every one should read Dr. Hartman’s
Creeping rigors, hot flashes, cold latest lecture on la grippe. This lecture
sweats and fitful sleep Unger to make will be sent free by The Peruna Medicine
life almost unbearable.
Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Even a slight attack of la grippe
sows the seeds of discord and degeneration all through the system. Recovery
The strength does
seems Impossible.
not return. The whole system seems

Wednesday.

last

closed last

cottage, “Higbrock,” was
opened on Saturday by Mr. and Mrs.
Littlefield, of Brookline, Mass.
L. L. Drew, of Portsmouth, N. H., has a
cPew of electricians at work on the plant
of the Sorrento electric light company.
Miss Fanny Fuller and Master Melville

happy to say that it is the best med-

am

••After having used Peruna for a short time l find that It Is tht
I can
most excellent remedy for the grip and catarrh ever prepared.
heartily recommend it to any one." Yours sincerely,
F. Simmons.

was

The

I took three bottles of Peruna and I

says:

Nothing was left undone that would add
to the pleasure of the guests.
June 17.
C.

Ralph Long

Edmands, of Charlestown,
Msbb., have opened the Edmands cottage
which

a

ol Aurora,
brook, and H. L. Howe,
bark.
Middle Branch pond peeling
who baa been
Mrs. Edgar Mclnlnob,
with rheumatiam,
ill for several months
be able to ride
has so tar recovered as to

The Misses

Mr. J. P. Lowery. proprietorCity Hotel
Albany, Texas, says: “Being advised to
try Peruna for la grippe and.asthma, I
did so with good results. I had been
feeling very unwell for a long time, aud
UNITED STATES MARSHAL SIMMONS.
had asthma quite bad till I came West,
when I got better of the asthma, but was
Hon. P. Simmons, United States Marshal, Mobile, Alabama, speaks in higl
not well.
I tried a great many remedies
praise of the merits of Peruna. In a letter written from Washington, D. C., he for it, but nothing was able to cure me.

uuiu

Halcyon assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,

tality,

soon

page*.

other

see

Dr. Jackson has had installed at his
cottage a sea-water bath-house.

Dr. Hartman announced
that it was his belief that the aftereffects of la grippe was simply systemic catarrh,a great advance was made
in the treatment of these cases. It now
only remained to find a reliable remedy
for systemic catarrh.
Here a new difficulty arose. Catarrh
had been regarded by many physicians
as a local disease and treated
solely by
local remedies. Such physicians knew
of no systemic remedy for catarrh.
Other physicians regarded catarrh as a
blood disease and had been in the habit
of treating it with blood medicines,
which coaid be of no possible use in
systemic catarrh.
For a time Peruna enjoyed the distinction of being the only systemic catarrh remedy known. It was not even
claimed by anyone that there was another remedy for this exasperating condition.
Since then, however, a great many
remedies have been proposed for systemic catarrh, and a great deal of valuable time wasted in experimenting
with other remedies. But it still remains true that Peruna is the only specific remedy for the aftor-effects of la
grippe. The demand for this remedy,
in consequence of the present epidemic
of la grippe, is enormous.
As

Countjw Xe*n»

additional

tba
seriously ill during

improving.
John Laugblin has

Horrent o.

adequate.
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SYSTEMIC CATARRH
And
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It ia this condition that Dr. Hartman
calls systemic catarrh. The whole system is saturated with catarrh. Thisdiscovery marked an important advance in
the history of medical science. The
medical profession had Ion&been groping to discover the meaning of the stubborn and distressing after-effects of la
grippe. All remedies 6eemed alike in-

been

who has
week, is
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John Williams and Mrs. F. A.
among those now ill.

are

Mrs. James Mclniuch and
children came from Old Town

her two
recently.
Esther, little daughter of F. E. Mace,

progress-
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TIIK HAPPIEST HEART.
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None dares to call it wise,
icei the beauty of its life
Wi,h fr*nk and truthful eye*
It has a knack of loving:
It has a tmatful way;
^h, what a foolish heart is
The worldlier people aayl
It

nnd yet he seemed to know so much
about Nora O’Brien and her uneventful
history. Her father, the retired army
officer, her delicate mother, the old, big
barrack of a house on the Shannon, full
of out at elbows, happy, hungry girls and
hoys. He imagined it as Nora’s homesick
eyes saw it. He knew about her years in
the French convent. He knew the very
names of the dogs in
her Irish home.
And yet so little, so little, had passed between them.
lie was so far from making her conspicuous by his attentions that perhaps
only one person was aware of the steady
regard with which the very eyes of his
soul seemed turned on Nora O’Brien, and
that was a little person, supposed about
this time to be much engrossed in the
making of a doll’s trousseau.
It was about two months after Miss
O’Brien’s coming to the Cedars that
Standish came in upon a perturbed scene
in the drawing room, where things were
usually so well ordered. Ho came in unannounced by way of the garden and the
veranda to find Mrs. Lawrence and her
governess confronting each other.
The lady was in a high state of wrath.
Her cheek had aa added brilliance to that
of the rouge pot, nnd her eyes were narrowing and opening to display a fierce
light in depths that usually looked shallow enough. Her voice was raised, her
dramatic right hand pointed to the pale
girl, who stood with one hand resting on
the table, as though for support.
As soon as Mrs. Lawrence caught sight
of Standish she dropped into a chair and
pressed her handkerchief to her eyes.
“I am so ashamed,” she began, ‘‘such a
dreadful thing, and to think of those dear
children! How little I knew!”
‘‘Mrs. Lawrence thinks I stole one of
her jewels,” said the girl, answering the
She was
question in Standish’s face.
white to the lips, but stood perfectly upright, and something in the pose of her

*

The happiest heart la
childlike;
It never quite grows old;
It aeea the sunset's splendor
As it saw the dawning's gold.
It has a gift for gladness;
Its dreams die not away;
Oh, what a foolish, happy heart.
The worldlier people say l
—Ripley D. Saunders in St. Louis Republic;

IT KNIGHT ERRaEJ
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How He Stood by an Innocent
Girl In the Hour of
Her Peril.

As
cold.

•'

I

matter of fact, Standish was r.ot
He was indeed freshly and unexpectedly romantic under his apparent invulnerability. Once, long ago in early
manhood, he had seen for an instant ideal
love as he had dreamed it. It had not
been for him, and it had flown to fairer
worlds almost before he had realized its
beauty, but he had never forgotten the
revelation.
| If now he sometimes looked over curiously at the girls and women he met, it
was because he had always an irrational
hope that that divine glimpse might again
be vouchsafed to him. IIow did he know
but that any day, in any drawing room.
In the street, on the river, he might meet
the lady of his dreams. He had always
keen d ^appointed hitherto. Never since
Wary Grayson died had he met love.
Women of ull ages made much of him.
He was eligible as well as attractive and
had gifts of mind as well as of person
and manner.
So it was that he had drifted into being made much of by Mrs. Lawrence, the
wife of Tom Lawrence, a good, honest,
stupid fellow, one fnlr hair of whose head
was worth all worthless little Mrs. Dolly.
Standish could hardly have explained
how he had drifted into being always at
Mrs. Dolly’s beck and call and why ho
was to be found so often on the hearthrug at the Cedars when the Lawrences*
butler brought in the afternoon tea. It
waa Mrs. Dolly’s doing, no doubt, and
Tom, who was head over ears in love
with his heartless little wife, looked on
Dolly’s friendship with Herbert Standish
contentedly.
Standish arrived one afternoon in April
rather later than usual and found Mrs.
LaVrence very much put out at something or other. Even the lilies of the valley which ho laid at her feet failed to dispel the cloud on her brow’. For the first
time Standish felt that Mrs. Dolly was
inclined to impose a yoke upon him to
which his broad shoulders did not bend

1

«•"

enough for his transgression, since even
Mrs. Lawrence could not deny the beauty
of the Irish girl’s singing.
So few words had passed between them,

The happiest heart is simple;
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To all persona Interested in either of the estates hereinafter naineu.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of June, a. d. 1901.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be he'd at Bluehill, in said county, on the second day
of July, a. d. 1901, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
see cause.

Esther J. Orcutt, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for appointment of Charles
E. Snow administrator with the will annexed
(said deceased having omitted to appoint an
executor in her said
will), presented by
Agatha E. Snow, a legatee under said will.
William Fox, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Doris Fox, the
executrix therein named.
Rebecca M. Young, late of Bucksport, in
Petition that A. A.
said county, deceased.
Littlefield may be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased, presented by Abbie J. Bowden, a sister of said deceased.
John L. Varnum, late of Mt. Desert, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Fred D- Mason may
be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, presented by Leroy
H. Varnum, a son of said deceased.
George L. Gerrv, late of Ellsworth, in said
First and fi»:al account
county, deceased.
of Truman C. Lord, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Giles J. Webber, late of Brooklin. in said
county, deceased. F'irst account of Grace E.
Webber, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Mary A. Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account and also private account of Isaac H. Homor, executor*
filed for settlement.
Alfred McDonald, of Bucksport, in said
county. First account of Isaac H. Homer,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Prudence 8. Emery, late of Boston, in the
county of Suffolk and Commonwealth of
First account of
Massachusetts, deceased.
Fred W. Bridgham, trustee, filed for settle-

NEW STEAMER FOR BOSTON-BANGOR ROUTE.

ment.

CITY

OF

ROCKLAND.

to be used in the

ceiling of the craft, and
changes over the timber used
in old days.
Years ago oak and pine were thought
the only materials for such work, and
talk of the

Handsome New Steamer Goes

on

Bos-

rise from the latter to the galley deck.
The large number of keelsons in the
vessel are for strength and stiffness. The

fitted with steel diagonal strapgunwale to the saloon deck
and this connects with the hog frames
and belt.
The outside planking is of oak
and Georgia pine, except the gunwale
streaks, which are of Oregon fir.
She Is a side-wheel boat, driven by beam
engines of the most approved type. Her
passenger capacity is about 700, though
vessel is

ping

much the

gor”,

same

style

and is to be

arate electrical

subscriDer hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrathe estate of Emma Kimball, late of
Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, aud given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Daniel E. Kimball.
June 4.1901.
riiHE

I

tor

as

the

equipped

“City

Such

a

subscriber

of

with two sep-

will be able to carry

a

notice that
duly appointed administrator of the estate of Alfred McDonald,
late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds os the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are \iesired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imIsaac H. Homer.
mediately.
June 4,1901.
subscriber hereby gives
rpHE
I
he has been

about twenty-five
years, and will have a life, barring accidents, of between forty and fifty years.
liconse

for

school. No one can take her place for
those who have known her as I
have.
The graduates of 1901 have placed a picture of her in the main hall. There also
hangs a fine picture of G. T. Fletcher,
who was principal of the school in my
time, and another of Supt. Johnson,
whom 1 remember.
State Supt. Stetson is a fine speaker.
It is a pleasure to listen to him.

subscriber

of

of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imTheodore H. Smith.
mediately.
June 4, 1P01.

Daily Tours.
many people being unable
to secure suitable hotel and boarding-house accommodations at the World’s Fair, the managers of the Buffalo exposition have provided
against this contingency, and arrangements
have been made with the different transportation lines through the Weekly Trip company,
organized at Buffalo by prominent railroad officials, to provide whatever grade of accommodations Is required.
Reference to our advertising column will
show that full Information, which relieves people of all trouble in regard to tickets, sleeping
car reservations, board, transfer of baggage,
etc., can be obtained by addressing Harrie B.
Coe, passenger department, Maine Central railroad, Portland, or by inquiry of any railroad
ticket agent in Maine.—Advt.
account of so

Loss of appetite Is commonly gradual: one
dish after another is set aside. It is one of the
first indications that the system is running
down, and there is nothing else so good for it
as Hood’s Sarsaparilla—the best of all tonics.—

Hancock
Court.

FOBLCl.USUHK.
Charles B. Pineo and James
of Eden, Hancock
mortgage deed dated
January 3, a. d 1884, and reeordea in the regof deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in
istry
book 192, page 278, conveyed to Lewis Friend,
late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased,
certain real estate situated in said Eden, and
particularly described iu said mortgage deed
as follows, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Eden at Otter Creek and bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning on
the east side of the road at Samuel Davis
northwest corner and runs following said
Samuel Davis west line south to Wm. T.
Walls N. E. corner; thence on said Walls
north line west 20 rods to his N. W. corner;
thence north to county road; thence on said
road northeasterly to first mentioned bound
containing eighteen acres more or less. Exoi all mines & minerals on said
cepting
lot. Also excepting a lot of one & one-half
acres situated in the northeast corner of the
above lot conveyed by Wm. H. Davis to Thos.
E. Davis, Oct. 27, 1881. The above being the
same premises conveyed to us
by Wm. H.
Davis January 13, 1882, & recorded in vol. 182.
fol. 97.
Also another lot situated at said Otter
Creek, iu Eden, and bounded: Beginning at
a fir stub the southwest corner of a lot owned
by F. & S. H. Rodick and following said Rodick’s west line north 3L>® east on said Rodick line 142 rods to said Rodick N. W. corner
at the
Watering place so called; thence
north 86«U° west 5bj rods more or less to the
east line of lot formerly owned by Wm. H.
Davis now by the above Grantors; thence following said east line south 1® west 122 rods to
the northeast corner of lot owned by Wm T.
Walls; thence on same course on said Walls
east line almost 20 rods td the first mentioned
bound containing three acres more or less.
Being the same conveyed to us by Thos. S.
Davis Feb. 28, 1882 & recorded in vol. 182,
fol. 240.
And whereas the undersigned, Sarah Friend
and Isadore L. Halman, both of Ellsworth,
aforesaid, are the duly appointed, qualified
and acting executors of the estate of said
Lewis Friend, and as such are the holders of
said mortgage; and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the bleach of the condition
thereof, we claim a foreclosure of said mortSarah Friend,
gage.
Isadore L. Halman,
Executors of the estate of Lewis Friend.
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
Ellsworth, Maine, June 12, a. d. 1901.
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MAINE.

Supreme

Judicial

and the said Greely further specifically
alleges on oath that the persons, names and
residences of each and all of said supposed
claimants are unknown to him, after diligent

inquiry.

apprehension above stated to exist
cloud upon the said Greely\s title to
said land, and depreciates the market value of
his property therein.
Wherefore the said Greely prays that each
and all said persons in any way claiming any
right, title or interest in anv of said lands by,
through or under the said William Pearce
Parrott, be summoned before the court to
show cause why they, or either of them,
should not bring action to try their, or his,
title to the above-described premises.
Everakl H. Greely.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
twenty-fourth day of May, a. d. 1901
Leonard M. Moore,
(L. S.)
Notary Public.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—Supreme Judicial Court, in
vacation. Ellsworth, May 27, 1901.
Upon the foregoiug petition ordered—That
the said petitioner cause an atie.-tcd copy
thereof and of this order to be published in
the Ellsworth American, a public newspaper
published at Ellsworth, ip said county, three
weeks successively, the last publication to be
three weeks before the term of the Supreme
Judicial Court uext to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for said county, on the ccoud
Tuesday of October next, that all persons interested in the subject matter of -aid petition
may then and there appear before the said
court and be heard theron.
Andrew P. W is well.
Chief Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy, Attest:
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

The
4.
creates a

N«HICK OF

:

the

3.
An apprehension exists that some person or persons unknown, claiming as heirs,
devisees or assigns, or in some other way, by.
through or under one William Pearce Parrott,
deceased, claim some right, title or interest
in the said premises adverse to his, the said
Everard H. Greely’s said estate of fee simple;

E. Berry, both then
WHEREAS
county, Maine, by their

1

OE

tions the said court as follows:
1.
He, the said Everard H. Greelv, is in the
actual present possession of the followingdescribed real estate, situated in Gouldsboro,
in said county, yiz.: The main island of Long
Porcupine Island in Frenchman’s Bay, and
the small island now called “The Hop”, and
formerly called “Ash’s Nubble”, connected
with the main island by a bar; and he and
those under whom he claims title have been
in actual and uninterrupted possession of all
said real estate for more than ten years before the making of this petition.
2.
He, the said Everard H. Greelv, claims
and has an estate of freehold, to wit, au estate in fee simple, in all of said /eal estate,
which said estate and title came to him
through a complete chain of valid mesne conveyances from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and also through a complete chain
of valid mesne conveyances from one Benjamin Ash, who had acquired title thereto by

rT,HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisJL
trator of the estate of William Callahan, late
of Mt. Desert, in the county of
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imZsmko F. Callahan.
mediately.
June 4, 1901.

Xsimple Question.

STATE
ss:—To

L^VERARD H. GREEDY, of Eden, in said
Jli county, respectfully informs and peti-

Advt.

|

notice that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
Rebecca .Smith, late
trator of the estate

Pan-American

On

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof Francis D. Hodg-

estate

kins, late of Lamoine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, aud given bonds as the
All persons having
delaw
directs.
mands against the estate of said deceased
saint lor settleare desired to present the
ment, aud all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Frank L. Hodokins.
June 4,1901.

of Ban-

plants, steam steering and

steamship

first-class

of

he has been
THE
the
trator

windlass gear.

|

#

from the

were staterooms not necessary she could
carry from 1,500 to 2,000 passengers. She
is more a passenger than a freight boat,
for her freight capacity will not be much
over 600 tons.
She is to be furnished in

|

—

Petition filed by Howard M. Linscott and
Jessie A. Linscott, both of Hancock, in said
county, for leave to adopt Royce Edgar Miller
and change his name to Royce Edgar Linscott.
Alfred McDonald, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Isaac H.
Homer, administrator, for license lo sell at
public or private sale, the real estate of said
deceased, as described in said petition.
Stephen Stratton, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
of personal estate of said deceased, presented
by Ann Stratton, widow of said deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge or said court.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Doita, Register.

the saloon deck will be a rise of nine feet,
and from that to the hurricane deck
8*4 feet more, and there will be the same

1

>

aim

ROCKLAND.”

“Think!” echoed Mrs. Lawrence furiwhen the revenue cutter “Manning” was
ously. “When it was found hidden away
among your things, you horrid girl! Upon
being built at the Atlantic works a couple
my word, I think in the interests of jusof years ago much talk was created over
tice I shall have to prosecute you. If I she is in Bangor for the first time, and in the fact that Oregon hr was used in the
send you back to your father, you will be
honor of the event there is to be this sheathing instead of the customary pine.
presently stealing from somebody else.”
on board.
This was made all right by the showing
a
“Nonsense!” said Standisn, with a evening public reception
The “City of Rockland” was built at the of the government tests, which proved
roughness he had never before used to a
woman.
“Miss O’Brien has stolen noth- yards of William McKie in East Boston. that the fir had a greater strength than
ing of yours. What hallucination is this, The new steamer is the equal in length of the pine, and the fir is being used more in
Mrs. Lawrence?”
any wooden steamer built in New Eng- later vessels.
Mrs. Dolly gasped for breath, then re- land, though some have been constructed
All of the planking used in the “City of
covered herself, and her next speech had of slightly wider beam in proportion to Rockland” averages seventy-four feet in
a slow and cold malice.
the length, so that she cannot truthfully length and some of the planks run nearly
| “She will have to prove it, then! She be said to be the largest wooden steam- ninety feet, while none are less than sevadmired it from the beginning, my beauever constructed in New England.
enty feet. The keel, stem and stern posts
tiful pink pearl pin. I should never have ship
However, the timber used in the con- are of oak of unusually long lengths, and
suspected her, of course, only for my darling Millicent’s acuteness. Will you de- struction of her keel and keelsons—as the keelsons, ten in number, are of
well as the planking, it is claimed—is the Oregon fir, fourteen by fourteen, and are
j fend Miss O’Brien, Mr. Standish?”
Herbert Standish made a step or two longest ever used in any vessel ever con- also of exceptionally long timber.
to the girl’s side and took her cold fingers structed in New England. Every day the
The new vessel is 300 feet over all,38 feet
in his and raised them to his lips.
who beam over hull and 62 feet over guards,
old shipbuilders of East Boston
“If she will permit me.” he said, “I
visit the yard fond'e the great lengths and will have a depth of hold of 14*4 feet
shall defend her with my life.”
from the main deck. From the main to
of planking before they are sent a» oar 1
There was a horrible commotion outside, and suddenly a struggling little girl
Graduation at Castine Normal,
Tfce HullnK Passion.
j in the midst of a mass of boys came as
gracefully.
American
A correspondent of The
from a catapult into the middle of
“If I should ever be called upon to
While he was chafing a little at the though
the drawing room floor.
furnish indisputable proof of the inherent
from a neigboring town who attended the
lady’s exactions the hopes of the house,
“Here she is, the little sneak!” cried pride of Woman.” said a police sergeant, graduation exercises at Castine normal
Guy, Cecil and Arthur, rioted into the
Guy, Cecil and Arthur with one voice, “I would point at once to her invariable school, without attempting to send a
room, followed more demurely by their
their sister Millicent toward the rule of dressing up in her best clothes | detailed
sister, Millicent, a mincing little girl, pushing
report of the exercises, sends the
astonished group by the mantelshelf.
when she goes out to commit suicide.
In
who, by and by, would be the image of
disheveled and looked my experience on the force I have had following glimpses:
Millicent
wdfc
her mother. It was a jest of Mrs. Dolly’s
The selections for the chorus were fine
cold. IL r eyes had frozen tears in them, occasion to handle a good many suicides
that Standish was to marry Millicent one
and well rendered. The A class in geoland afterward investigate their personal
and her lips were blue.
Milliat
8
and
even
old,
ogy,
taught by Dr. E. E. Pbilbrook,
now,
years
day,
affairs, and in every instance I have recited in a manner which spoke well for
“What have you been doing to your siscent, nursing her doll, made unsuspected |
cried Mrs. Dolly found that the poor unfortunates prepar- the abilities of teacher and pupils.
It
ter,
you
rough
boys?”
eyes at the tall figure on the hearthrug.
indignantly, forgetting her own griev- ed themselves for tfeath by donniug their was very interesting from tirst to last.
Following came Nora O'Brien, Mrs. ances
music
Pullen’s
In
the
the
best
bib
aud
tucker.
evening
by
for the moment.
Lawrence’s new governess.
I “Only holding her head downward over
“The majority \>f the printed reports orchestra, of Bangor, was delightful.
As the slomler girl in the straight blue
The essayists spoke well and clearly,
the
till she confessed,” cried her of suicides say that the clothes of the
pond
frock passed silently to her place behind
expressing very beautiful thoughts.
dead woman were ‘good’ or ‘well made*
brothers
triumphantly.
of
Castine has a right ta feel proud
the tea table Standish’s heart gave a sudIf the woman contemplator ‘elegant.’
“Confessed what?”
John L. Hooper as one of her rising
With such a
den, unexpected throb.
she
wears
of
suicide
owns
a
silk
she
sneaked
that
old
waist,
that
men.
He
ing
pin
“Why
young
spoke eloquently of
heart throb the lad of 18 had looked on
and hid it away in Miss O’Brien’s it. Her broadcloth skirt and silk petti“Kalph Waldo Emerson”.
the heaven destined beauty of Mary yours
The
There were fifty-four graduates.
coat naturally go with this garment, and
things.”
1 doubt if
ladies all dressed in white.
Grayson, but never since, never since,
Millicent’s fears melted she selects her best shoes.
The
miserable
far or near there can be found so many
had it beaten with such a high hope, with
“I have looked up the history of many
and began to run forlornly down her
sweet and lovely faces in a class of their
such n quick despair.
of these respectably clad suicides and
cheeks.
and
a»ze—faces
unusually attractive
An instant and he had stepped forward
“I did do it,” she said, “and I don’t have found that they owned but one reined.
to take the cups from the new governThe class ode was written by a Brooksknow what I did it for, and if it wasn’t gown with which they could make a deess’ hand.
ville girl, Miss Edith W. Stevens.
cent appearance on the street and that
for those dreadful boys I’d say now I
Mrs. Lawrence had not introduced him
The weather was fine. No more beautithat one good dress was chosen, without
But they’d nearly drown
didn’t do it.
She
the
house.
of
As the
inmate
to the new
evening could be imagined.
exception, as the appropriate garb in ful
; me again.”
a
moon
her
Introduce
did
governesses,
rose, reflecting on and lighting the
1
never
which to make the exit from this world’s
Mrs. Dolly pushed the sobbing penirikI
h
11
t
he
surrou
ml
waters of the h-y
fact of which Standish was aware and
stage. It makes no difference what man- in; land, I s'cod on I he piszza step* of
tent from her.
which had often caused him a feeling of
is
of
death
is
the
costume
ner
chosen,
Normal hall gaz ng at. the scene and
•’Tin really very much annoyed.” she
contemptuous irritation with charming said. “I’m sure 1 don’t know why people carefully selected.
'bought, is Here a spot on earth fairer
Mrs. Dolly. But since he was so often a ever have
“Let a woman sleep her life away un- than Castine to-u’gbt? The crowd poured
children to be so horrid. I
any
o
it of t he hall, aw ay down the dear o'd
visitor he had come to be on speaking must
der the influence of drugs or burn her
apologize, auss w orieu. v/i course
B reet and scatte ed—never again to be all
terms with the long line of Mrs. Lawsoul out with acids or sink into 'the slime
care to remain in charge of
won’t
you
itbered
under the same roof.
g
rence’s governesses, so many of whom
of the river, she clothes herself in her
these children any longer.”
I missed the face of Miss Mary E.
had failed to please the lady and her exhad a wicked thought .of sug- most becoming garments and seeks the Hughes who last year went out from the
Standish
|
acting young daughter,
Her inposting that Miss O’Brien had a very end with apparent tranquillity.
As he took the cup from Miss O’Brien’s
and elegance in clothes
good case for damages, but refrained for stinct of gentility
fRttrical.
hand he paused an instant and looked Tom Lawrence's sake,
Is with her to the last, and even in the
out' uiu uui luoubo I
UOWD into cor eyes,
“It has only made us understand each
from a public
face
of
death
she
shrinks
j
him
at
steadfastly.
'color, but looked up
other a little sooner,” he said, taking up appearance in unbecoming raiment.”
Her eyes were (lark blue, fringed with
again the hand w hich the entrance of the
black lashes. He seemed to look down
young Lawrences had made him drop.
Simple Exerelsea For Growing Girin.
into her heart in that instant of time, to
; “But, of course, in any case I could not j Stand up straight. Throw' the chest Ellsworth
ask her if she was really the one he had have
People are Requested to
for
her
to
long,
you
very
spared
j forward, the abdomen back, the weight
been looking for since be lost Mary Gray- j Mrs. Lawrence.”
It looks better;
on the ball of the foot.
What she answered with her steadeon.
“I had no idea”— began Mrs. Dolly
it makes you less tired; it is far better
Honestly Answer This.
fast long look he could ndt read easily. |
civilly.
for your health; it will tire you at first,Only he was sure she was honest ami
the
three
shouted
“I say, old fellow’,”
Is not the word of a representative citibut iu time you will bo stronger for the
true and that her love was his to win if
hopes of the house in one voice, “it’s no effort. Practice the correct position ofhe could. He smelled the fresh, spring- end of a shame for
zen of Ellsworth more convincing than
to go sneaking
|
you
Drill
yourten—say three times a day.
like smell of the daffodils in the breast of i the
very nicest governess we ever had.”—
self iu it.
the doubtful utterances of people living
her blue gown. It was bewildering.
About People.
Mainly
to
take
is
an
excellent
It
deep
plan
a
Then a word from his hostess, spoken
exercises after the morning everywhere else in the Union? Read this:
breathing
carHe
him.
recalled
little snappishly,
An Eu»y Shave,
bath and before dressing.
ried the cup of tea to Mrs. Dolly and
Mr. John Drake, of Chapel St., an enFirst.—Take iu a deep breath slowly
He wTas one’ of these smooth faced
fetched her the tiuy table to hold it j
for 30 odd years, and for 14 of them
count
four
it’s
while
because
the
who
chew
nose
men
gineer
you
gum
through
which she was in the habit of using. He young
and smoke cigarettes because it’s and exhale it slowiy and quietly through employed at Hall’s mill running the enoffered her the foie gras sandwiches and ladylike
the nose while you count four.
the buttered toast. Only a very Cue ob- 1j manly.
Second.—Take in the breath slowly gine, says: “I had a dull aching across
“Hair cut?” asked the barber as he
server would have noticed that his eyes 1
on
the
rest.
head
back
his
threw
through the nose, counting four, and ex- the loins now and then, but I paid little
were alert now, no longer jaded, and that
“Naw, course not!” indignantly replied hale it slow'ly and with noise through the attention to it, as the attacks usually
something like a spring wind had put a
the customer. “Can’t yer see I w?ant a nose, counting four.
little color in his face and ruffled his
Third.—Take in the breath slowly passed off. Two years ago the trouble got
shave?”
smooth hairs ever so little.
The barber heaved a weary sigh as he through the nose, counting four, and ex- worse, the aching more severe and of
Little Millicent, on her footstool,
the face, which looked like an hale it quickly and forcibly through the
watched the new governess from eyes lathered
longer duration. About this time a urinfor somebody’s complexion ; nose with a snort.
that had a trick of narrowing like her advertisement
Fourth.—Take in the breath slowly ary trouble set in and developed into
balm. Then he picked up a neck razor,
on
then
went
her
and
watched
mother’s,
It over the 6trop once and
through the nose, counting four, and ex- something serious, the secretions being
furtively to Herbert Standish’s subtly al- whipped the lather off with
the back of hale it through the mouth slowiy and
scraped
tered faces
scalding and at night annoying, breaking
with noise while you couut four.
The weeks of the spring went by in a the instrument.
Fifth.—Inhale through the nose, count- my sleep five or six times. I took remedies
Jove, a shave makes a man feel
“By
was as asStandish
jocund procession.
better!” ejaculated the smooth faced one, ing four, and exhale through the mouth for the complaint but they had no effect,
siduous us ever In his attendance at the
quickly and with force, as in panting.
his band gently over bis skin.
Cedars, and the house by the river grew rubbing
These five exercises will, if persisted in and as I had read of Doan’s Kidney Pills
“That’s the fourth one of them things
pleasanter as the May hurst in blossom
increase the lung power and ac- and knew of several people who had used
daily,
Denver
the
barber.
growled
today,”
water
lilies
und ttie little flotilla of the
complish much for a glowing girl that them and claimed
Times.
its
moorings.
they were good, I got a
rocked at
will tell for her in health in later years,
He hardly ever spoke with Mrs. LawA Matter of Mind.
when she assumes duties and responsibil- box at Wiggin’s drug store, hoping they
rence’s governess, yet from his place on
“I have a great mind to go to the polit- ities which tax strength and health to the would do as well for me as they had for
the hearthrug against the background of ical club
tonight,” said Mr. J. to his wife. utmost.
others. I continued the treatment until 1
palms and ferns which had taken the
“What?” she replied with surprise.
inher
watched
his
lire
the
of
eyes
place
this was well, the aching ceased and the urinThere are more rich slaves in
“I have a great mind to go to the club
cessantly.
tonight.”
country than poor ones.
ary trouble was corrected.”
He had angered Mrs. Lawrence once or
“Whose?” she asked.
Give neither counsel nor salt until you
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
twice by, unnecessarily as it seemed to
“Whose w’hat?”
are asked for it.
her, turning over the pages of the gova box.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
“Whose great mind?”
erness’s music and lingering by the piano
“Why, my own, of course, madam.”
sole agents for U. S.
Y.,
salt
rheum,
while she sang heart piercing Irish songs
tetter,
chafing,
ivy
Eczema,
“Oh!” and the rising inflection she gave
poisoning and all skin tortures are quickly
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
is the richest, softest of contraltos. How- the
ejaculation was very provoking to a cured by DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. The
beever, after a time he was forgiven,
man of flue feeling.—Syracuse Herald.
no other.
certain pile cure. W iggin & Moork.
excuse.
it
was
and
cause he loved music,
1
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AV

THE

ton-Bangor Route.
The new steamer “City of Rockland”,of
the Boston & Bangor steamship company,
had her trial trip on Monday. To-day

heavenly judge.

OF

-*•

NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSl

ICE.

AITHEREA8 Ada R. Candage. of Bluehill,
in the county of Hancock, and State of
t V
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated September 6,

a.

d. 1897, and recorded in the Hancock

registry of deeds, book 317, page 150. conveyed
Giles Webber, of Brooklin, in Said county
and State, a certain lot or parcel of real estate
situated on Bluehill Neck, in said town of
Bluehill, and bounded and described us folto

1

lows:
Bounded
easterly by Bluehill bay southerly by land formerly owned by Revere Mining
Co.; westerly by the highway leading from
Bluehill Falls to Brooklin; northerly by land
of Otis M. Candage, it being the same premises conveyed to Ada R. Candage by Otic- M.
Candage by two deeds recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds, book 315,
pages 124 and
426; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
*1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Grace E. Webber,
Administratrix estate of Giles Webber.
June 4,1901.
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that the beating of my
beard all over the ear.
heart could
the rattling
above the roar and diu of
Hashed
thought
A
desperate
train.
would
speak to the
through my mind. I
or that
conductor and ask his protection,
in the corner
fatherly looking gentleman
But what
who resembled a physician.
afraid of
should I say? Tell him I was
at
was
looking
a man on the train who
me? Go to the fatherly looking old gentremtleman with a blanched face and
me
bling limbs and beg him to protect to
from some one who had done nothing
or,
say,
molest me? What would they
think,
saving nothing, what might they
emoMy mind was a chaos of conflicting
tions.
A1
the
I looked around the car. Evidently
occupants did not notice my agitation
those who were awake; a great many
and I
were iu various stages of repose,
can remember the half frantic thought
that came to me, imagining how they
would wake from their slumber in wild
affright should I do what I was most
sorely tempted to do—lose my control
a
and give voice to my nervousness in
truly feminine shriek.
into
the
steamed
depot,
When the train
I made my way rapidly through the car
It was very
to the outward entrance.
dark. The wind blew a gale, and the
air had grown chill. I hastened rapidly
a
through the depot without encountering
familiar face and picked my way over the
pavements under the gaslight.
There was neither a cab nor fl car in
sight, and after some little deliberation I
decided not to wait. Gathering my skirts
about me I disappeared down a dark
There was always a policeman
street.
on that corner, I knew, and I could appeal
I had been out many times beto him.
fore at night without experiencing any
alarm, but now I was timid, and I looked
in vain for the policeman’s familiar form.
The very lampposts seemed to stretch
out spectral arms that were mocking ray
fear, and the massive buildings on either
side of the street looked grim and foreboding.
It might have been a city of the dead,
everything was so silent—not a soul in
sight. The gaslights had grown dim. I
looked about me nervously and recognized
with horror a form that had grown to me
terribly familiar. I threw self control to
There
the winds and started to run.
felt
were only two blocks more, and I
sure I could reach the end of the way.
On, on, I sped, my heart beating with
such rapidity that it almost suffocated
One block more and I would be
me.
With a courage born of desperasnfe.
I looked
tion, I made the final effort.
seemed

to

KLL8WOKTH falls.

me

in
Mr». Lillian a7.Mitc;heH is visiting
Mrs.
Bangor this week, the guest of
John Finn.
Mrs. L. C. Hastings went to Bar Harbor Tuesday evening to visit ber daughter, Mrs. Frank Holden.
Kev. George H. Hefflon haa returned
home from New Hampshire, where he
has been for the past two weeks.
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in Ellsworth
Goods ?
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to

place
buy your Dry
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GALLERT.

i

in awaiting customers. Our stock is up to
date and our prices are all right.
We allow no one to undersell us,
a
stock
to
show
is more up-to-date than ours.
auv
which
nor do we allow
Parare
the
features of our business.
and
laste
prominent
quality
Style,
ticular attention is called to the above statement and apply it to our

(I
11
i)

questions there

.)

*

M.

Our spring stock is

|

>

readv-to-wear department.
you can buv a new tailor-made suit for

is

now

,|
.>

)

\

Ji

5
jr
f

from $5 to $25; dress
skirt from $3 to' $7.50: Albatross waist from $2.50 to $3.50: wash w..', t,
60c to $5.50; silk or satin waist, $3 to $7.50; petticoats, $5 to $10. Dress goods, silks and c*es» trimmings,
Extra bargain in 100. dozen of children’s heavy cotton
all new goods at prices which defy competition.
hose at 12 l-2c, worth nearly double.
Laces and Embroideries—The finest assortment we have ever shown.
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women

#
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goods.

white;

j

j?

a specialty of everything
graduates. Fine organdies and
muslins from 25c to $1.25 per yard. Hosiery
from 25c to $2.50 per pair. Fans, gloves,

make

We

needed for

•

?

Z

i

|I

(J

corsets, ribbons, lace handkerchiefs, muslin
and everything else wanted.

)>

selling carpets, rugs, mattings.
curtains, draperies and house furnishings
cheaper than any other house in New Eng-

j)

land.

I*

(•

We are

a

#

t
4
f

You can do worse than

by trading

Now the last weary iwallow wheels on high,
j
A flash of silver on the rosy light;
8ooo the first star ahall gleam in the still sky
And earth be clasped by the cool arms of night.

I

Now the round notes of restless birds are dead.
Peace on the scented land and shimmering aea;
Now sorrow fades as fades the sunset red.
And with the tender night comes peace to me l
—Eleanor Norton in Harper's Magazine.
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but never any better.
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Winter Harbor.

lSrooklln.

Uaucuck.

Gay Hooper,

Sedgwick,

of

is

working

at West End.

Capt. G.
borne for

family

are

at

short time.

who has been

Judge,

borne.

Day concert was held in
the Baptist church Sunday evening. It
The Children’s

well attended.

Harbor

adopted

for

Boston for

short visit.
Mrs.

E. Q. Abbott, of Pcrtlaud, spent

Sunday

in town.

N. B. Coolidge, of Lamoine, has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Oscar

“Minnehaha” will bring
Stoniugton to this
place Saturday evening.
Harold Babson returned from Beverly,
Mass., Tuesday where he has been employed in a machine shop.
excursion

Crabtree.
W. H.

Eaton,

Higgins
was

one

classical

of the instructors in

institute, Charleston, j

guest of Harvard Crabtree last

the

week.

The steamer

an

Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M., has

Mrs.

S. H. Powers, of Houlton, who has been
visiting friends and relatives in town,
left this morning.

was

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

trip

season.

Mrs. O. W. Foss has gone to
a

spend-

Massachusetts, is at

ing the winter in

Miss Carrie Oakes is at Seal
tbe

Russell Morgrage, of Castine, has been
visiting at S. E. McFarland’s.
Miss Alice

a

to Africa.

W. Herrick and
a

y

C. A. Crabtree has returned from

from

Clinton Wasgate and wife, of East Bosare
the guests of Mr. Wasgate’s

ton,

Johnson last month took
prize offered by the Home Study
club and the second prize in the National
Mrs. Clara

the first

Question

class.

Children’s Day concert under the
management of Mrs. George H. Salley
was-given in Union church Sunday evening. It was a success in every detail.
The

Day Chaplets was given in an
by Miss Nina Springer
Freethey,
position as “Children’s Day” and twelve misses
as bookkeeper in Ware, Mass., is spendrepresenting the hours from dawn until
ing her vacation with her parents, Capt. night. The virtues were represented by
Nelson Freethey ana wife.
six little boyB and girls.
Flye’s

father and mother at

Point.

Madeline

Clough,

of

Eastbrook, is visit-

friends here.

Elwood Archer has rented the McGown

cottage and has moved his family there.

engaged

Rev. Mrs. Thurlow has been

preach

here

through the

to

The dance given here Wednesday
greatly enjoyed by ail who attended.
Edward Giles, of Boston, was the guest
of his sister, Mrs. Charles Jordan, recent-

ly*
Smyctic I. O. F.

held their annual services at the church
The

church

Sunday.
decorated, it being

a

beautifully

was

perfect

bower

of

evergreen and roses. A very interesting
and instructive sermon was delivered by
Mr.
a

Kirkpatrick,

large company.

a

past
a

theological student,to
Both orders

are

Six Million Boxes

a

Castine,

ou

sick

are

few years, is in town,

y

tion.

H.

June 18.

Miss Ethel
B.

Ames,
Moore, of

married at

y
place, and
N.
Brooklyn,
Y.,

of

this

Bucksport

in town call-

friends last week.

Adair, who has been
list, is fast improving.

last

on

the

The many friends of Mrs. S. G. Wood
glad to know that she is able to be

will be

wheeled out every
made several calls

June 18.

pleasant day. She has
her neighbors.

ou

L.
_

LAKEWOOD.
Elder
services

|

Fogg,

of

Bucksport, conducted

iu the chapel Sunday

afternoon.

Among visitors here Sunday were Mrs.
C. E. Billington, of Surry; Miss Estella
Ray and Granville Tate, of Bayside; Fred
Wiggin, of West Eden; Freeman Grant
and Alvin Moon, of Hancock. /
Miss Lulu M. Rollins

Orland.

was

S. G. Wood and daughter Grace spent
Saturday and Suuday at Cherryfield.

Mrs. F. J. Sargent have wellittle daughter to their home.

Courier, who has been atteuding school in Bridgtou for the past
winter, has returned home for her vaca-

were

Year.

9

Miss Beatrice Blaisdell

ing

Miss Martha

Nelson

Resolutions.

Miss Mary Lowe, of Unionville, is at
work at E. K. Merritt’s.

Percy Sargent returned home last week
from Massachusetts, where he has been
attending school.
Mrs. H. A. Young returned home from
Bangor Tuesday. She has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. W. J. Grindal.
y

largely

on

Miss Helen

Mr. and
comed

resolutions:

Committee

Harvey Sargent, who has been out West

summer.
was

Court Sunbeam and

Sargentvllle.
W. H. Sargent and wife, of
visiting Mrs. Mary Milliken.
for the

following

West Gouldaboro.

M.

JuuelT.

Wnltliaui.

the

Whereas, It has pleased the Infinite
Father of the universe to remove from
our midst our beloved brother, Alexander
S. Bickford, while in the meridian of his
life and usefulness, therefore be it
Resolved, That while we deeply regret
and mourn the unusually sad and sudden
dissolution, yet we feel that it was the
hand of an all-wise Providence, who
doeth all things well.
Resolved, That in our brother’s death,
the lodge realizes that it has lost a faithful member, and one who is exemplified
in his every day life the great and noble
principles of our order.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved widow and orphans our heartfelt
sympathy in this, their hour of affliction,
and commend them for consolation to
Him who has promised to comfort those
who mourn.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon the records of the
lodge, a copy sent to the bereaved family,
also to The Ellsworth American and
Bar Harbor Record lor publication.
A. E. Small,
B. F. Sumner,
I. B. Foss.

manner

a

Une Femme.

June 18.

ing

Children’s
excellent

who has.

Miss Nellie

Farmington Saturday,

came

home from

where she has been

attending the uormal school.

She

was

accompanied from Bangor by her brothThursday, er Fred W. and Miss Lottie M. Bean.

by Kev. Robert Sutcliffe. Miss Gladys
Ames was bridesmaid aud Edward Ham-

fXFEARFUlT^I
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t
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T

of a Pursuit
How It Ended.

Story

The

i>

C.

BY 1

and

SALISBURY.

j

A

*> i

The day was hot and dusty. The sun
beat down unceasingly over the burning
pavements. Beads of perspiration stood ;
out upon the faces of alderwanic looking
men as they jostled each other iu the
streets, and the women lodked weak and
The very horses hung their
wilted.
heads as they stumbled along with their
heavy loads.
It was in the great city of the “world’s
fair,” and I was then a modest little
woman in a literary way on one of the
big newspapers. The excitement attendant upon the work fascinated me, and as
1 had always led a rollicking, jolly, bohemian life I was in my element.
I had wandered about aimlessly for a i
greater part of frhe forenoon, finding nothing of interest, when I was summoned
back to the office by a fellow reporter
whom I met on the street.
I was beginning to lose my temper.
Everything had gone wrong that day. I
had awakened with a severe headache,
and the intense heat had aggravated it to
such an extent that my brain seemed to
be on fire. I had missed seeing Jack in

j

the

morn

in

.Tack

s*

was

mv

sweetheart.

going away that day to bo
gone ever so loug. I knew he was obliged
by business interests to leave at any cost,
and so I carried with me the consciousness
that he had left without saying
goodby and that it was the first time iu
the five years that I had known him.
Musing ip this unpleasant way, I
swung open the portals of the great gray
doors with much more energy than a
small woman should exhibit to find the
editor, notwithstanding all the hear, looking as fresh and happy as the cool violets
that used to blossom under the spreading
branches in the old home of which I
sometimes dreamed.
It was refreshing, truly, and when he
detailed me to do a bit of work that took
me out into a country town my restlessness vanished and I
became once more
my

was

happy

self.

I walked down to the station with
lighter step, and armed with a tablet and
other articles of journalistic warfare I
ensconced myself on the shady side of
the car and relapsed into a state of de-

lightful

In Mexico school teachers
a

cigar in the mouth.

before the bar

Beans, Peas, Cucumbers, Asparagus,

J

New Potatoes, Bunch Beets.

I

GILES
»

®

—

Penobscot River—best cuts, 25c.

The

♦
♦
♦

| Washington
♦

Co. Lobsters

On sale the day they

are

boiled—15c.

f
♦

BURRILL.

| SALMON.
♦

||

New

Market.

$
x

!
|

are

“Now, boys,”

usually have

Even

criminals

allowed to smoke.

said

the Sunday school

some one of you can tell
who carried off the gates of Gaza.
Speak up, William.” “I never touched

teacher, “surely
me

’em!” said the indignant William, with a
Huspicion of tears in bis youthful voice.
“I don’t see why folks always think when
things get carried off that I’ve had something to do with it!”

gentleman asked a question of a boy
The boy mumbled an
was fishing.
indistinct response.
“Why can’t you
♦
the
speak plainer?” said
gentleman.
♦ “What have you in your mouth?”
♦ “Wurns, wums, fur bait,” answered the
“That was the first instance 1 ever
♦ boy.
knew,’’remarked Mr. Stockton in telling
the story, “of anybody’s really speaking
with baited breath.”
A

who

|

«

Mrs. Martha Laffln, who baa been living
returned
in Auburn for several years, baa
home and will keep house for her father.
have
Maddocks
Forest
Fred and

semiconsciousness.

Educate Tour Bowels With Cascarets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
10c. 25c. If C.C.C. fail, druggists refund money.
♦

relurnedi home from Bucksport, where
the
they have been employed through
spring months.
Lynch’s band will have a celebration in
the L. J. Maddocks grove on the Fourth.
now
levelling off
at work
are

They

the grounds, and will erect
pavilion 30x80 feet. Daring

dancing

a

early
be fantastic*
part of the day there will
and minor sports, with dancing In the
The
afternoon and evening.
boys are

planning
ing of

on a

good

time, and

the

are

deserv-

liberal patronage.

a

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth school, taught by
Alley, closed Friday noon with
the usual last day exercises.
Mrs. Hattie Barron is visiting her
The West

Arthur

daughter, Mrs. Emma Bodge, in Bangor,
where she met her daughter, Mrs. Agnes
Salley, of Chicago.
Miss Martha J. Barron and Asa M.
Barron

to

called

were

Monday, by

a

death of their

Lowell,

Mass.,

dispatch announcing

the

brother-in-law, Samuel R.

Me Master.

./At

graduation exercises at the Dolschool, twenty-six visitors were

the

lardtowu

The
were two graduates.
tastefully decorated with flags
and flowers. At the close of the programme the teacher, Miss Minnie H*
! Moore, presented the school a large
framed portrait of George Washington.
The programme was as follows: March
and song, school; reading, Mabel Stackpole; recitations, Ernest Smith, Mary
Smith, Adelia and Flora Barbour, Lura
Carter, Lula Seeds, Gertie Seeds, Willie
Kemp; quotations, school; recitations,
x
iui u«
»ua
aiuuuu.
ujtuu
Adelia
Millie Seeds,
Barron, Byron
rapidly. Would I ever reach it? At last
Elmer Smith, Julia
my foot was on the step and I clutched Meader, Ray Doiiard,
the balustrade.
Just at that moment I Barrou, Flora Lyous; closing address,
felt a clutch upon my shoulder.
My Florence Partridge, singing, school.
backward
head was bent
by the contact.
I felt a hot breath upon my face. A
MOUTH OK THK HI VEIL
hand clutched me with a grasp of iron
and my face was uplifted to another, held
The ladles’ aid society will meet with
I Mrs.
there by some terrible magnetism.
Henry Kay Thursday afternoon,
closed my eyes resolutely. At that mot'achool closed Friday after a successful
ment I was stronger than I had ever
been. I thought of my mother,and the term of ten weeks taught by Miss Ella
dear friends who had all been so good to Jude. The programme was as follows:
me.
My time had come, and I was going. Declamations, Vina Eleanor Kay, Hazel
I felt the keen edge of a knife as it cut Holt; reading, Leah Ketnick; declamainto the flesh. I can remember bow it tions, Freeman Closson, Vera Pratt, Edna
felt—that it did not cause me great pain—
Yorke, Alma Wilson, Irving Closson, Eva
and then I knew no more.
Closson, Alice Wilson, May Wilson; vale•
•••*••
dictory, Clarence Alley. Those not absent
I was in my own room, and my sistei
one-half day were Vera Pratt, Vina Kay,
Lilia was bending over me. I had had a
Alice Wilson, Alma Wilson, May Wilson,
terrible struggle with death, and 1 had a
serious wound. They told me all about Freeman Closson, Irving Closson, Eva
it when I grew strong again.
lie was Closson, Mina Kay, Clarence Alley.
Professor Joseph, a hypnotist, whose
wife, a little lady resembling me greatly Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold.
became insane and was confined in an
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets cure a cold
In one day. So Cure, noM’ay. Price 25 cents
The shock was so great that
asylum.
it had eventually unsettled his reason,
and he was constantly pm*sued by the
2ftrarrtisrmrets.
fear that she was trying to murder him.
Ho had met me, of course, accidentally,
and the resemblance that I bore to his
wife was so stroug that with all the cunning a madman will sometimes exhibit
he had watched his opportunity until the
best time to retaliate.
Friends coming home to neighboring
houses had witnessed the struggle and
run to my rescue.
He escaped, but was
afterward captured and confined in the
Jefferson insane asylum, where he now
is.
I never board a train but what it all
Be
comes back to me—the wild ride anion*:
and guard
the drifting shadows and my encountei
with a madman.—Waverly Magazine.
against It;
There

present.

j

house

was

uiv

Bilious.

forehanded,'

J

ij

SREAR,

J

£

count.
It brought back the scenes of the
day. but determining not to let this silly
weakness get the better of me, immediately on entering the car I turned resolutely to my freshly cut magazine and
I read until
soon became interested in it.

looked

♦NEW VEGETABLES.

William P. Dorr and wife will move fn(o the Lynch house, which they have purchased and thoroughly repaired.

flow long I remained thus I do not
know, but I gradually became awnre.
with that indefinable instinct with which
one sometimes becomes possessed, that l
I raised
was the object of a steady gaze.
my eyes, and as I did so an irresistible
impulse impelled me to look across the
aisle. A man was looking at mt intently,
and his eyes possessed a peculiar glitter
that 1 had never seen in human eyes beAs my glance met his he seemed
fore.
I tried to
about to rise and come to me.
break the spell. I could not until after
what seemed to me ages the train shot
under the bridge, and the darkness immediately surrounding closed out those balls
of fire with their red flashes.
A thousand thoughts flashed over me,
and when the darkness cleared away and
I was once more in the daylight, by a
mighty effort and without venturing another glance. I took a seat in a different
part of the car and reversed the cushion.
In vain I tried to shake off the impresIt was stronger than I.
So I gave
sion.
up trying and endeavored to reason away
What had I to do with fear?
my fears.
Where
Was it like me to be afraid?
Get a bottle of
In a certain war, an Irish sergeant had
was the courage necessary for future un"L. F.” Atwood’s
dertakings if 1 could be so distressed by a company of young soldiers to conduct
Bitters
a single pair of eyes in broad daylight?
| to the front. Having ordered his men to
Reasoning thus I reached my station i halt for a little while, he commenced to
and keep your
and ordered a rapid drive to my destina“Now my
give them some good advice
digestion right.
it?ii
lion.
win oi me ear uuu away
! foine fellows,” says he, “folght, foight
Be sure it Is
better. I tried to think it was all a piece
like
until
aniunation
good
soldiers,
your
of folly, but I could not forget those territhe “L. F." kind
ble eyes, and I remember with what ac- is gone. Thin run away like the divll.
you get.
tual dread 1 looked into the face of the Oi will start now, as 1 am a little lame.”
.first person with whom I talked.
As time passed I began to feel more
myself, and as I dined just preparatory
to nay return I had shaken the feeling
FRED R.
from ine and could laugh at what I was
pleased to term the fancies of a brain
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
overtasked and heated.
J
It was late when I arrived in E.. and
Coal, Wood, Hay,
Sand, Hair, Rosendalo
V,
after a stay of four or five hours it was
♦
just gathering dusk.
Straw, Lime, Brick,
< >
Cement, American and
As I reached the depot and heard in the
Portland
Imported
distance the roar and rumble of the ap- £
Cements, Calcined Plaster,
;;
proaching homeward bound train a tremADAMANT Wall Plaster,
Sewer and Drain Pipe,
o
or seized me for which 1 could not ac-

In 1895, none; in 1900, 6,000,000
Narrow-minded people are like narrow
boxes; that’s Cascarets Candy Ca- ilton, of New York, was best man.
necked bottles; the less they have iu them
thartic’s jump into popularity. The
The house and barn of Seth Hutchihgs the more noise they make getting it out.
people have cast their verdict. Best were burned Monday morning. Nearly Men of talent give to us what they have I grew tired and until the flickering lights
medicine for the bowels in the world. all the furniture was saved. The loss is
in the car threw dancing shadows on my
learned; men of genius what nature has book, when I turned my face wearily and
All druggists, 10c.
about ft,500; insurance, |900.
learned them.
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one answer and that is

J
\
5
5
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only

To all four

,)

I)

[

jl

dating

I
•

<

buyers, namely:
Where is the

I»

0

four questions
should interest all

THERE
■
that

0

It Is the houT when faints the long gold day.
That hour when all the spent world sighs
test,
The low wind sleeps, the lilies idly sway.
And drops the bee into the rose's breast.

out

of

the

car

window.

healed day had merged into a cool
night with signs of a storm in the heav
ens.
The moon was out silvery while,
banked by dark clouds, while a low, rambling farmhouse stood silhouetted against
the plains.
The train shot on. Station after sta
tion was passed until we were almost
home again. I had grown drowsy and
throwing my heavy traveling wrap aboui
Sud
me, I rested against the cushions.
denly I raised my head and looked arounr
the car. I cannot describe the force tb;;
compelled me, but I am quite sure thu
hau my life been weighed in the balanet
against my inclinations I could not ha^ <
done otherwise. I saw the same terribh
eyes fastened upon me with that awfu
glitter, and they expressed more thai
mortal tongue could have done—hatred
revenge, cruelty, fiendishness.’
I grew sick at heart. I could understanc
now the fear that must possess the poo
little animal the prey of the larger.
M]
limbs trembled.
M3
My head reeled.
teeth chattered like castenets, and i
The

|

i *re Brick*

t
X

5 Park
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Chimney Pipe,

New

Street,

haVe facilities for

st«am vessels at any

England Telephone 106-11.

Extern

CLARION RANGES,
Pearl, Agate and

stage

of

[the

and

Heating.

Stoves.

^are-

Fishing Tackle.
Hot Water and Steam

J. P.

1

FURNACES, STOVES.
Blue-Flame Oil

and Tin

^

Telephone l:o*.

Plumbing

Granite Ware.

Crockery

*",
1

Rockland, Haine.
coalinS

11

][

Kerosene Oil,

Charcoal and Baled Shavings,
OTTO
Coke for Domestic Use.

♦

|

Fire Clay

FireClay,

Heating.

ELDRIDGE,

MainStreet.Ellsworth, Me.

